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ABSTRACT 

OF THE THESIS OF 

 

Dana Houssam Houalla  for  Master of Arts 

       Major:  Media Studies 

 

 

Title: The Representations and Perceptions of Lebanese Women in Lebanese Media: 

Exploring Gender Roles through the Show Take Me Out 

 

 

The following thesis will be dissecting and analyzing the Arabic version of the dating 

show Take Me Out, with particular attention to what was deemed as its controversial 

content. The show, which aired on the Lebanese Broadcasting Corporation International 

(LBCI) channel, also known as LBC, back in 2016, caused a commotion among its 

audiences for displaying scenes that are overtly sexual as well as relatively new to 

Lebanese television, especially when it came to gender roles and dynamics. As such, the 

first question that will be tackled by this thesis is: How do gender and sexual 

representations on the show and discourses about them evoke different values, norms, 

and traditions in the popular imagination? In an attempt to answer this question, I will 

be analyzing the content of the show and comparing and contrasting it with the norms 

and values in the Lebanese/Arab popular imagination. Consequently, I studied both the 

discourse within and around the show. As I was doing so, it appeared to me that Arab 

audiences were trying to attribute the speech and behavior of the show’s participants to 

their country of origin. This brings us to the second question that this thesis tries to 

answer, which is: How do gendered representations, and perhaps sexual behaviors, 

inflect discussions of national identity? Furthermore, how do online comments, 

specifically of a show like Take Me Out, contribute to the construction of national 

identities of audiences, specifically on platforms like YouTube?  

 

To answer these questions, I conducted both textual and discourse analyses. The textual 

analysis focused on every fourth episode in each season, including the first and last 

episodes, while the discourse analysis focused on the comments made by audience 

members of the show on YouTube. The discourse analysis also briefly explores how 

different media outlets and public figures also reacted to the show and its content. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 
 

A. Research Context 

 

“Please Don’t “Take Me Out””- Beirut.com 

“Sexual revolution or sleazy TV? LBCI’s Take Me Out stirs controversy”- The Daily 

Star 

“How Bad is LBC’s “Take Me Out” Show?”- Blog Baladi 

 

These are some of the headlines commenting on the Arabic version of the show 

Take Me Out.  Audiences, journalists, and public figures from all walks of life were 

trying to figure out what the show is. Is it sleazy? Is it beneficial? Is it sexist or is it 

empowering? As soon as the show hit the air, it caused a commotion. In fact, almost six 

years later, its effects never really seemed to disappear. It’s what led us here. 

 Take Me Out is a dating show that has had wide popularity and multiple 

versions produced all over the world. The originally British TV show has made its way 

to multiple countries, including China, Australia, the United States of America, and 

most recently to Lebanese TV channel LBCI. According to Todd Gitlin (Hunting, 

2012), networks will adopt spin-off or clones of successful programs in order to 

mitigate the risk of the show. This could be one of the reasons why LBCI adopted Take 

Me Out, seeing that it has already been relatively successful in a few of its international 

versions. This show was new in its form to the Lebanese television scene. It was the 

first time that I, along with many others, saw a dating/game show of this sort on a 

Lebanese channel. This is presumably an Arabic show, of Western origins, and a mostly 

Lebanese composition. It is a dating show where female contestants get to choose, and 

at some point, be chosen, to date a male candidate. The show is hosted by a male host, 
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Fouad Yammine, and features 30 women. Each episode is around two hours long and 

usually includes between 3 and 4 rounds. During each round, one male candidate is 

introduced to the female contestants. He is first introduced through a video about him, 

and then live when he comes up on stage. Each female contestant has a buzzer in front 

of her. After meeting the man, any of these women can press her own buzzer, changing 

the white light on the stand in front of her to a red one, and consequently indicating that 

she would not like to date this man. After a brief exchange with the man, the women are 

then shown a second video that further introduces the bachelor, including his career, 

personality, aspirations, or anything else he chooses to reveal about himself. After this 

second video, the female contestants who changed their minds about the male 

contestant get another chance to turn off their white lights. Again, after a brief exchange 

between the host and the contestants, the man is then allowed to either display a talent 

of his or express himself for thirty seconds. The women are then again given the chance 

to turn off their white lights. If only one female contestant keeps her light and all others 

turn theirs off, then this woman and the man are automatically matched with each other 

and made to go on a date. As soon as this woman leaves with the man, she is replaced 

by another new female contestant to take her spot. If several women keep their lights on 

for the man, then he must turn off the lights for all the women, leaving only two. The 

two women whose lights remain are then asked the same question by the man. As per 

their answers, the man then decides to turn off one of the women’s lights, eventually 

keeping the other to go out with him. At any point throughout the show if all the female 

contestants press their buzzers and there aren’t any white lights left, then the male 

contestant loses his chance of going out with any of the women and proceeds to leave. 
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As mentioned above, the show presents women and men in a new way, and to a 

new extent, that has not been shown before on Lebanese television. Over the last two 

decades, LBCI has been producing and airing shows, including Take Me Out, Star 

Academy, and Ya Leil Ya Ain, which may be regarded as controversial by audiences due 

to their new and sometimes sexually provocative portrayals of their participants, but 

especially of their female participants. These shows have been known among their 

audiences and other media outlets for their controversial content and popularity. As will 

be soon revealed, these shows play a role when it comes to showing both men and 

women in portrayals that audiences may not yet be fully accustomed to or accepting of 

on Lebanese television. 

In accordance with the show’s shock factor, some of the women on it are seen as 

free and empowered females who get to express proudly and blatantly what they want 

in life and in a partner, even though those expressions might not conform to societal 

norms. Just like in its Chinese counterpart IYATO, the show features outspoken women 

who are able to speak their minds (Li, 2015). However, this might be more of a TV 

production gimmick to attract audiences in a patriarchal society, rather than a true 

attempt at having them say what is on their minds (Li, 2015) or choosing who they 

really want from the male candidates. Other women, and even men, on the show might 

be regarded as seemingly more promiscuous and attuned with their sexuality, something 

that is not too encouraged on Lebanese TV shows and frowned upon by many audience 

members. Due to the content of the show that does not necessarily conform to the 

traditional values of many Lebanese, and even Arab households, the show caused a 

commotion among its audiences and in the Lebanese/Arab media sphere. From the 

flirtatious interactions between the candidates and the host to some of the more sexually 
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provocative behaviors on the show, the show garnered both fans and haters that tuned in 

to the multiple controversies it provoked. Nevertheless, even though what attracted 

most audiences to the show were the gender dynamics and sexual overtones, the show 

also presented new values and constructs that do not focus on either. The show tackled 

other issues, such as marital norms, discrimination, sectarianism, nationalism, and other 

social phenomena. In certain cases, these concepts in fact manifested themselves within 

the larger discussions and portrayals of the rather new gender dynamics and relations on 

the show; however, these issues were perhaps not given the same attention as the latter. 

Hence, the purpose of this research, in addition to satisfying my personal 

curiosity about the above tropes, is to fill a gap in the existing literature on Lebanese 

television when it particularly comes to gender roles and relations. There is a scarcity of 

scholarship on that aspect of Lebanese TV, particularly on recent mainstream and 

popular entertainment shows. Thus, this thesis will not only contribute to filling this 

gap, but it might also inspire new studies on the subject.  

 

B. Hybrid Reality TV 

The show selected for this thesis is based on a Western show that has been 

‘adapted’ to suit Arab audiences, thus constituting what Kraidy (2008) calls “hybrid 

cultural forms” (p.51). The locally adapted reality program, that was initially imported 

from Europe is not just a replication of Western modernity; instead, it is a mixture of 

the ‘traditional’ and the ‘modern’, or the ‘Eastern’ and ‘Western’. However, this 

mixture and non-binary classification does not sit well with some Arab audiences, 

especially when it comes to promoting new female subjectivities.  
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In the Arab World, and in other countries of the Global South, television is seen 

as a tool of social and cultural hybridization, meaning the selective integration of 

foreign values (Kraidy, 2008). This culturally-hybrid format of television allows 

pushing the boundaries of what is acceptable in public discourse, especially when it 

comes to defining what is being modern in the Arab World today (Kraidy, 2008). 

Hatem (2013) believes that the modernity project by the West was actually a colonial 

project for a colonial context, aimed at controlling the colonized populations by having 

them accept this notion of a universal modernity and the new gender roles it introduced. 

Nevertheless, this modernity is not only restricted to gender roles, ideologies, and 

values, but also to the creation of new kinds of public spaces, reconfiguring the 

relationship between the private and the public and the personal and the social (Kraidy, 

2008). Reality TV, as Kraidy shows, blurs the lines in these relationships. For example, 

reality tv pushes audiences to participate in its programs through voting and writing 

slogans that catch the media’s attention (Kraidy, 2008). In the case of Take Me Out, 

even though it does not clearly belong to the Reality TV category, it does feature 

Reality TV elements such as audiences participating in it by being actual candidates or 

members of the live studio audience. This form of interaction encourages audiences to 

participate in controversial sensitive matters and to witness alternative social visions 

(Kraidy, 2009). Hence, Reality TV, specifically this show, contributes to the formation 

and perhaps restructuring of social and political matters in Arab societies (gender 

equality, political pluralism, individual liberties). It also opens new social and political 

spaces as a result of this newfound “modernity” (Kraidy, 2008). Thus, being modern 

does not only mean the expansion of these socio-political public spheres, but also the 

remaking of individual identities in a changing social realm (Kraidy, 2008).  
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Hence, the first question that the following thesis will tackle is: How do gender 

and sexual representations on the show and discourses about them evoke different 

values, norms, and traditions in the popular imagination? The first chapter will try to 

answer this question by looking into how this popular television show portrays different 

genders, the dynamics between them, and the power relations that surround them. 

Additionally, this chapter will provide context to the show by also studying LBCI’s 

content as a channel and the manifestations of feminism on TV. The second chapter will 

also try to answer this question, but by further looking into the discourses surrounding 

the show, rather than the material within it. As such, the above question will be the 

overarching question for both chapters. 

 

C. From Popular Imagination to Cultural Citizenship in the Arab World 

Conversations about gender and sexuality continue to be considered a taboo in 

Lebanese society and in the Arab World at large. Even though these discussions are 

happening more, and more openly over the years, they continue to pose a problem for 

many. Hence, did LBCI have an impact on these discussions? Was the channel and its 

TV show able to generate more accepting views and discussions about gender and 

sexuality among its audiences? It is important to see how and perhaps why LBCI’s 

content was received among its audiences, especially when it comes to discussions of 

gender and sexual portrayals, and this is where we arrive at the second question that this 

thesis tries to answer: How do gendered representations, and perhaps sexual behaviors, 

inflect discussions of national identity? Furthermore, how do online comments, 

specifically of a show like Take Me Out, contribute to the construction of national 

identities of audiences, specifically on platforms like YouTube?  
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In an attempt to further delve into how the show’s sexual and gender portrayals, 

specifically discourses around them, evoke different norms and values in different Arab 

audiences’ popular imagination, I will be exploring in the second chapter the emergence 

of the following pattern: how Arab audiences define and construct their national 

identities. As I was going through the discourse around the show in the comments 

section on YouTube, a pattern emerged by which different videos of the show had 

several comments below them attributing the behavior on the show to a specific 

national identity or region. Thus, according to these comments, the show was both a 

trigger and an index to what they believed the people of certain countries acted like, 

especially with regards to sexual and gender roles. 

Despite – and because of - all the backlash that the show got for its sexually 

provocative content on its first season, it still managed to attract a large number of 

viewers and got renewed for a second season, with little to no change in its content. In 

fact, if anything, the show’s levels of promiscuity was turned up even more (LBCI, 

2017). Nevertheless, not all viewers watching were fans of the show. In fact, Take Me 

Out was able to induce strong affective reactions from its audiences, ranging from 

support and love for the show to hate and the demand of its removal off the air. These 

affective reactions seemed to even take a life of their own in the comments sections of 

clips and episodes from the show posted online, especially on YouTube. Several 

comments would link certain behaviors of the candidates on the show with being 

Lebanese, assuming that the possession of a Lebanese nationality automatically induced 

such behavior and vice versa.  

In Middle Eastern societies, individuals are raised to first identify themselves as 

members of their families, and then as individuals themselves (Kikoski, 2000). 
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Recently, this phenomenon is beginning to change; however, it is still prevalent in many 

Arab societies. Hence, this sense of identifying oneself, and others, to a larger group or 

community, is rather common within the Arab region. Audiences from all across the 

Arab World were commenting and making remarks on the content of the show and its 

participants. Many comments either defended the participants’ right to be on the show 

and their right to act and say whatever they want, regardless of how sexually suggestive 

it may be, while the majority of the comments denounced the show and claimed it was 

offensive. What struck me most about these remarks is that there seemed to be a pattern 

within many of them, whereby the people making the comments would associate what 

they claimed were the derogatory images of the show with the Lebanese society as a 

whole. Some of these same comments that audiences made would claim the purity of 

their own nationality and how their country or their ‘nation’ does not have such shows, 

nor does it exhibit such morally reprehensible values. Hence, a link was created 

between sexual puritanism and national superiority. Ironically, Lebanese audiences 

were split between people who liked and supported the show and others who wanted it 

off the air. As will be discussed later on, not all Lebanese people accepted the show and 

its content. Hence, how is it that some Arab audiences are attributing the behavior on 

the show to all Lebanese people?  

This is where the conversation begins. The discourse changed from talking 

about the show and its content, to commentators either condemning or legitimizing the 

values of their own and others’ nationality in the Arab World, based on what was 

happening in the show. In other words, commentators started comparing the norms and 

values that they thought belonged to their country with the assumed norms and values 

they attributed to the country that the majority of the candidates on the show came from, 
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which is Lebanon. The discussion moved beyond the show to eventually become a 

discussion, and in certain cases an accusation, on the gender and sexual norms and 

values believed to pertain to specific Arab countries. The comments section became a 

platform to evaluate the alleged moral values and norms of Arab countries, all because 

audiences saw a clip of one Lebanese woman flirting with a Lebanese man. A simple 

act by one woman or one man became a source of debate for audiences over the moral 

values of the whole Lebanese population in comparison with those of the other Arab 

countries. This same simple act also became a source of debate for other commentators 

about the deterioration in the moral values of the Arab population, especially in 

comparison to that of the ‘West’. Hence, the show, or in this case TV in general, 

brought out people’s fears and concerns about moral values and national identities. The 

show also revealed how people thought and felt about the role of media in society, the 

role of media relative to modernity, and the impact of media representations on values, 

norms, and identities. 

It is worth mentioning that not all commentators shame the show, but as will 

appear in the following discussion, many who form a distinction between the Lebanese 

and other Arab nationalities, or between the Arab nation and the “West”, do. The 

shaming and distinguishing between the values of different Arab countries was not only 

carried out by non-Lebanese Arab audiences, but also by Lebanese individuals. What 

some non-Lebanese Arab audiences thought was shaming, for example claiming 

Lebanese people are not Arabs, was in fact adopted by certain Lebanese audiences and 

seen as a compliment. These Lebanese audiences believed themselves to be superior, as 

Lebanese people, to their non-Lebanese Arab counterparts. As will be shown in the 

second chapter of the thesis, certain Lebanese individuals thought that their Arab non-
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Lebanese counterparts held outdated norms and values and consequently, shamed them 

for it. Hence, what should have been a discussion about actions and gender dynamics on 

the show became a larger discussion about how Arab audiences perceive themselves 

and others within their region, a discussion that will be further explored contextually, 

historically, and with relation to the media. 

 

D. Personal Overview and Reflexivity 

Despite what I call some of its cringeworthy material, I was one of the audience 

members that followed the show and watched it for entertainment, but I also came with 

my own set of prejudice, criticism, and comments. I seemed to have an internal conflict 

as to why such a show, with suggestive elements, should be entertaining for me. 

Furthermore, it is what happened outside the show that intrigued me equally as what 

was on it. When I would be sitting next to family or friends that perhaps didn’t like the 

show, they had an impulsive reaction to start criticizing it on the spot. Hence, what was 

it about this show that induced such strong affective reactions from audiences? 

Furthermore, was it the content of the show or rather people’s perceptions of it? Some 

of these people that I knew perhaps saw one clip of the show but continued to criticize it 

and its commercials whenever they came up. This is not exactly the context that my 

thesis focuses on, but it does offer a similar case to the one I’ve chosen to study. Similar 

to these clips on TV, I want to see what the clips online, especially on YouTube, display 

about this show and perhaps how audiences who assumingly saw such a clip might 

generalize or construct opinions that may or may not even reflect the show itself. I 

cringe at certain points because of my own beliefs and views, namely my own process 

of decoding. I find scenes that are overtly sexual or that feature exaggerated flirty 
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remarks to be cringeworthy. Nevertheless, it is still important to analyze them as they 

are integral elements in the show’s composition and in audiences’ reaction to it. 

Accordingly, the decoding by audiences of the show is as important as its encoding, and 

the biggest proof to that is that people have had different reactions to it. 

I should also mention that it has been one of my biggest struggles, as I was 

writing this thesis, to try to branch out from my predetermined ideas about the Lebanese 

media’s portrayals of Lebanese women and actually learn from my research, rather than 

reflect my own preconceived notions through it. Unfortunately, although the Lebanese 

media has been excelling at showing Lebanese women as attractive and beautiful, they 

have not been able to fully and properly show these women’s abilities to participate in 

other spheres within society (Thomas, 2013). Feminist researchers believe that the 

media are essential tools that perpetuate the negative stereotypes and images of women 

(Brennan, 2006). Asher argues that the media exploit female sexuality for men’s 

pleasure (Brennan, 2006). This exploitation happens through infantilizing and 

physically degrading the female body (Brennan, 2006). In addition to perpetuating 

negative images of women, this exploitation also encourages women to own and adhere 

to sexual construction created for and from patriarchal norms (Brennan, 2006). In order 

for Lebanese women who would like to move away from their sexualized image to do 

so, the media, in this case the Lebanese media, must be able to display them in a non-

sexualized light that shows their complexities and different sides to them, moving 

beyond their physical features and attractiveness (Thomas, 2013). This is not to say that 

the Lebanese media does not already do that, but perhaps that it is not very successful in 

doing so. The Lebanese media should further focus on the complexities of Lebanese 

women.  
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Coming from a mindset that agrees with what these above authors are saying 

about media, especially Lebanese media, I had to try my best to analyze what the show 

was actually revealing, rather than what I was choosing to select from it or project unto 

it.  Nevertheless, I was not trying to isolate my prejudice, but instead trying to 

understand and introduce a critical gaze to popular, and even mundane, representations 

on the show and the meanings they may entail. As a researcher informed by feminist 

scholarship, I was trying to properly analyze the representation of women on these 

media. 

 

E. Limitations 

My research first began with the intention of trying to disprove a certain image 

of the Lebanese women that I’ve heard about in society. The woman who is only or 

mostly recognized for her looks or her sexual appeal, especially among other Arabs. My 

intention was to try to further understand this concept and this show seemed to be my 

case study for doing so, and even though my research has taken me much beyond these 

questions and intentions, I still find myself sometimes falling into the trap of trying to 

somehow disprove this image of the Lebanese woman, and this is perhaps one of my 

biggest limitations when it comes to this research. It is my intention to critique 

particular sexualized representations of women, ones that have been present and pushed 

by the media for a rather long time. Hence, it is perhaps more about the representation 

of the women in the media, than about the media itself; the sexual or erotic angle 

through which they are being portrayed most of the time. 

Consequently, another limitation of my research is perhaps focusing more on the 

women and their representation on the show than that of the men’s. As will be shown 
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later on, I will be focusing more on the female representations and roles rather than the 

male ones and that is done for several reasons, the first being as mentioned above my 

initial purpose of trying to explore Lebanese women’s image among Arab audiences. 

Another reason is that the women on this show, besides the host, are a constant as well 

as the majority. Furthermore, as might be seen later on, gendered online comments that 

target the representations on the show tend to mostly focus on those of the women 

rather than that of the male host or male candidates. Nevertheless, both gender 

representations will be tackled throughout this thesis, to show how masculinity and 

femininity are produced in tandem and dialectically.  

In addition to such limitations, another one is that after watching the episodes or 

the clips many times for this study, I may have grown accustomed to the material and 

might not have a similar reaction to audiences watching it for the first time, or even to 

myself watching it for the first time. There is no denying that sometimes repetition 

creates a sense of numbness or rather normalization to even material that may have 

initially been shocking. This is not to say that this was my reaction throughout all of my 

research, but there is no denying that it may have been present for certain moments in it. 

Furthermore, as mentioned above, I come from a certain culture and context, and there 

is no denying that my surroundings have affected me, whether intentionally or not. 

Consequently, at some points I found myself questioning my judgement of specific 

interactions on the show, not sure if they are misogynistic, sexist, or not. Hence, I may 

have missed some content in my analysis that others might think should have been 

present. 

The last limitation that I believe may affect my research is that because the 

YouTube comments are done by mostly unidentified people, there is no way to truly 
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verify whether they are Arab or not, unless they specify so themselves. However, based 

on their use of the Arabic language, the context of their comments, and sometimes their 

names, it is assumed that these audiences are Arab. Consequently, the research is 

carried out based on this assumption. 
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CHAPTER II 

METHODOLOGY 
The methodology for the following thesis is split into two parts: textual analysis 

and discourse analysis. The main methodology for the first chapter depended on textual 

analysis. The textual analysis consisted of every fourth episode in the season, meaning 

in season one the following episodes were analyzed: 1,5,9,13, and 17. The same was 

done for season 2. The mentioned sequence was done to diversify the episodes being 

chosen, without knowing what each episode contained for content. Additionally, this 

strategy allowed me to fully cover both the first and last episodes of every season, being 

episodes one and seventeen. However, since season 2 ends with episode 19, I watched 

both episodes 17 and 19 of the second season. 

The textual analysis consisted of analyzing gender portrayals on the show 

through elements like dialogues, physical appearances, contestants’ backgrounds, 

behaviors, and roles within the shows. Furthermore, I analyzed the format of the show 

and elements within it, such as certain camera shots, the placement of contestants on 

stage, and segments of the show. Such elements helped me understand how the host, 

participants, and the shows’ producers intended to portray their concepts of gender and 

sexuality.  

I can surely say that this show had an impact on its audiences. Whether 

negatively or positively, this show definitely ignited conversations about gender and 

sexuality on a public platform, discussions that were not as discussed nor prominent for 

a while. The shock factor of portraying such taboo behaviors and speeches on the show 

allowed more and more people to talk about it, thus leading to the main methodology of 

the second chapter: discourse analysis. When I started working on this thesis, I intended 
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to focus on the show itself and the material within it. I knew there was controversy over 

the show, which is one of the reasons why I chose to study it in the first place, but I did 

not know that there were different facets to this controversy. Different audience 

members found the show to be controversial for different reasons. As I was looking at 

some of the more promiscuous video clips of the show on YouTube, I noticed that some 

commentators were either applauding or shaming the behavior of the participants on the 

show, attributing the latter’s behaviors to the countries they came from. In other words, 

these commentators made comments like “It is a shame to call Lebanon an Arab 

country” (see Appendix, Figure 9) or that “[such content] are what Lebanese do best” 

(see Appendix, Figure 5). Such comments were especially intriguing because even 

Lebanese audiences were split between supporters and detractors of the show, so how 

come they were being accused by certain Arab audiences of being accustomed to the 

show’s content? Other comments claimed that the whole Arab nation has become 

corrupt. Consequently, how did a dating show become the marker for citizenship in the 

Arab World? Furthermore, why did this one show become representative of entire 

countries and nations, whether that be Lebanon or the Arab nation? Are there any 

underlying causes as to why this happened?  

According to Hauser (as cited in Strangelove, 2010), changing public opinion 

begins with the analysis of everyday mundane conversations that ordinary people have. 

These are the dialogues that reflect widely shared values and subjects open for debate. 

Even other contemporary theorists admit the importance of mundane public 

conversation which can signify shared meanings through which people discuss issues 

like the definition of identities and the construction, as well as reproduction, of social 

order (Strangelove, 2010). Thus, mundane conversations can be one of the strong forces 
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that determine society’s course. Even though Hausser writes this at the time (1999, as 

cited in Strangelove, 2010) without mentioning the Internet as a platform for this 

conversation, since he believed that the Internet was not for the ordinary people, it still 

applies to the Internet nowadays. Regardless of this conviction of his, Hausser’s 

thoughts apply now more than ever to the mundane conversations being held on online 

platforms like YouTube.  

The second chapter of this thesis addressed the comments section, which 

featured ‘mundane remarks’ under video clips of the show Take Me Out that have been 

posted on YouTube. I mainly focused on YouTube as a media platform because of the 

large number of videos, episodes, and comments that were featured on it, that can stand 

for other comments and videos of the show located on other social media platforms. 

Furthermore, YouTube can be a brutal battlefield for matters of public opinion and the 

legitimacy of different beliefs and groups. The YouTube community is very much a 

politically engaged and significant community (Strangelove, 2010). Groups and 

individuals try to belittle their political and religious adversaries through this platform. 

Different meanings are created through visual content, audio content, description, titles, 

and commentaries. It is one of the new global platforms where public opinions are not 

only constructed, but also expressed (Strangelove, 2010) and this is apparent in the 

comments section of the Take Me Out videos. YouTube has provided a space where 

people can have heated arguments over women’s place and role in society (Strangelove, 

2010). On the other hand, YouTube also allows women to be erotically objectified by 

the male gaze. (Strangelove, 2010). When it comes to the context in which YouTube 

exists, it still involves patriarchal capitalism and a misogynistic media culture 

(Strangelove, 2010). This affects how audiences respond to women who represent 
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themselves on this platform (Strangelove, 2010).  Hence, do these videos actually 

empower women or are they a failure to create their pleasures outside of a male-

dominated economy? (Strangelove, 2010).  

After going through the comments, it turns out that many of these comments, 

dealing with online shaming and national identity construction, are written below some 

of the most controversial and sexual videos of the show. These videos are not full 

episodes but rather segments from the show that are a couple of minutes long. 

Additionally, these segments are not necessarily published by or on the official page of 

the show’s YouTube channel, since many are published on audience members’ accounts 

as user-generated content.  
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CHAPTER III 

FEMALE EMPOWERMENT AND SEXISM IN LEBANESE 

POPULAR TELEVISION 
 

A. The Show’s International Circulation  

Upon watching the non-Arabic versions of the show, you can instantly see the 

similarities with the Arabic format, in terms of answers, mannerisms, dynamics with the 

host, attire, and even the general aesthetics of the show and of the contestants on it (LR 

TV, 2017). As previously mentioned, the show was produced in different formats all 

over the World, including Ireland, U.S.A, China, and evidently, Lebanon. In all of its 

versions, the show features an all-women permanent cast. The Irish version, however, 

did do one episode where the roles were reversed, and the permanent cast consisted of 

males instead of females. (Sporn, 2018). Unfortunately, I could not find any videos of 

this episode in order to compare and contrast its content to other episodes of the show. 

In the American version of the show, specifically the first episode of the first 

season, the host George Lopez describes the women as “the flirty thirty” (1:20) (LR TV, 

2017), already ascribing a flirty behavior to the women, before audiences have even met 

them. For all we know, not all women on the show may have a flirty personality. 

Moreover, as George introduces the audience to the contestants, he refers to them as 

“girls” (1:28) (LR TV, 2017). George is referring to grown women with a term that 

describes them as children. The men are not referred to as boys, yet the women are 

referred to as girls. George’s use of this term is very similar to when Fouad refers to the 

women in the Arabic version as ‘banet’, which is the Arabic translation for ‘girls’ 

(LBCI, 2016). Why not call the women for what they are, women? In the Lebanese 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9MHaRjLztHA
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culture in specific, the words ‘women’ and ‘girls’ can have different connotations, other 

than age. ‘Woman’ usually refers to someone who is married or has had sexual affairs, 

while ‘girl’ refers to a virgin female. Even though the show does not make the 

following distinctions neither blatantly nor covertly, I think the distinction between the 

two words has still been internalized in the culture. In addition to ‘girls’, the hosts 

casually use other loaded words to describe the contestants, such as ‘ladies’ or ‘sabaya’ 

(young women). The words imply ‘youth’ and vitality, even if the hosts used them to 

describe all of the women on the show, including several older female contestants. 

Consequently, there seems to be an internalized misogyny when both hosts use these 

terms, and I say internalized because it may not have been necessarily an intentional 

use. Nevertheless, the hosts may also have been intentionally trying to project a specific 

image of the women on the show. In Fouad’s case, his use of the word may have been 

unintentional since it is not as common to refer to a woman or a collective of women as 

‘Imraa’ or ‘Nisaa’ in the day-to-day Lebanese vernacular. In fact, the use of another 

word ‘Neswen’, a term in the Lebanese vernacular referring to a collective of women, 

also holds a negative connotation on its own. It can allude to a harem-like imagery of 

women or even a derogatory connotation in certain situations.  

As I continued to watch the different versions of the show, one question that 

kept popping into mind is why do all the formats have male hosts? Why not female 

hosts? The dynamics between the host and the contestants, and consequently the 

content, may have been very different had the shows been presented by females. This 

does not mean however that a female host would not have displayed internalized 

misogynistic speech or behavior, since some women do. Nevertheless, perhaps the 
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flirtatious dynamics between the host and the female contestants, especially in the 

Arabic version, would have been less.  

While the Arabic version of the show lasted for 2 seasons, the show in the U.S. 

only lasted for one. On the other hand, the Irish version lasted for almost eleven. 

Nevertheless, whether Western, Eastern, or Middle Eastern, some audience members 

from different regions of the world deemed it cringe-worthy, while others loved it. 

Looking at the comments of the Western versions, and later the comments around the 

Arabic version, there are similarities. People are split between those who like the show, 

those who find it petty and foolish (see Appendix, Figure 20), and others who find it 

sexual. The quantities of the people who belong to each category may differ from one 

version to the other, but there is no denying their presence. The point I’m trying to 

make, and this is explained further in my second chapter, is that some Arab audiences 

tried to accuse the Arabic version of trying to copy the ‘West’. First off, this ‘Western’ 

show was also produced in ‘Eastern’ China and it was very similar in format (Li, 2015). 

Second of all, it is true that the format of the show is originally Western, but the split 

between the audiences goes to show that there is no longer any clear borders between 

what ‘Western’ and what ‘Eastern’ is, especially with such a globalized world where 

even culture has become globalized. Furthermore, people of different backgrounds, 

whether ‘Western’ or ‘Eastern’, can have the same values without attributing these 

values to their country or region of origin.  

 

B. The Show’s Format 

To begin analyzing the show, one must start with its title. The title of the show is 

Take Me Out, and since the females are the ones playing, does the title refer to the men 
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taking the women out? Why can’t the title be “Let’s go out”? The title itself can be 

interpreted as a construct of gender stereotypes. The title, if meant to imply that the 

female contestants on the show are asking to be taken out, puts them is a passive 

position, led by a man. However, the title for the Arabic version is not a literal 

translation of the above. Even though the Arabic version does include the English title, 

it does however, also include a more gender-neutral term: ‘Na2ashit’, meaning the birth 

of a match between a male and female contestant. 

As the episodes begin, the women on the show are first introduced in the form of 

a “beauty pageant” (Li, 2015, p.520), whereby they are used as visual objects to attract 

the attention of the audiences and engage them with the show’s content (Li, 2015). As 

they descend the stairs, the women are introduced in pairs. The image of the females as 

they approach the camera in pairs, while some making flirty gestures at it, resembles the 

image of when models reach the end of a catwalk. The way the women are introduced, 

in pairs, takes away from their individuality and discourages audiences from focusing 

on each woman as an individual person. It rather encourages audiences to see the female 

contestants as a plethora of women who come in pairs/multiples. Furthermore, in the 

first couple of episodes of the first season, most women are seen to be wearing short 

cocktail dresses, with barely any wearing long dresses or pants. The reason I comment 

on this is because women in other versions of the show, specifically the one in the US, 

are also dressed in very similar attire. All women participants have the right to dress 

however they want, yet there seems to be a uniformity when it comes to how these 

women look. Nevertheless, it should be mentioned that as the Arabic version 

progressed, there was more diversity in what the women were wearing. More and more 
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contestants were seen wearing long pants and long dresses, even when the majority may 

have remained in short cocktail dresses.  

To some it might seem odd to be highlighting this point, when the women are 

free to look however they want. Even though that is true, there does seem to be a 

scripted element to the show, or a guideline, trying to portray a certain image of these 

women, dressed in certain attire. Furthermore, what interests me more than the 

women’s attire on the show, is the way they are being filmed. If it wasn’t for the camera 

shot showing the women as they descended the stairs of each episode, audiences might 

not even have noticed the participants’ clothing. However, there is no denying that the 

angle of the camera and the way the contestants enter the studio resembles a catwalk: 

pairs in a single file, heading in one direction, and eventually acknowledging the 

camera. Some even make gestures towards the camera as they reach the ‘end of the 

catwalk’, also recognized as the end of the shot. As the last two women reach the end of 

this ‘catwalk’, they are escorted by the host, each wrapped around an arm of his (LBCI, 

2016). This is an interesting image that further encourages the concept of quantity rather 

than individuality. Nevertheless, all through out, the women are dancing and having a 

good time, making it seem that all of this is permissible or accepted. The show then 

becomes a fine line between empowering women and objectifying them. To those who 

think that this show is sexist and misogynistic, others might argue that the women 

voluntarily participated on this show, knowing how it is. They may have seen it as a 

platform for themselves, their opinions, and their own ideals regarding how they should 

be presented to the world. Had the women been frowning or showing disapproval, it 

would have been easier to condemn these shots as blatantly sexist. The same goes for 

the show’s image of empowering the women and allowing them to ‘choose’ the man 
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they want. However, in reality, the man eventually turns off the red lights for the 

women he does not want to date (Houalla & El Ghusayni, 2018). Hence, even though 

both genders have a say in the matter, when the man eventually turns off the lights of 

the women he does not want, it is the man who gets the final say. Furthermore, if more 

than one woman likes the man, it seems like they are competing over him. Even though 

the show is supposed to empower women and allow them to have the final say, in such 

situations the man ends up choosing between the women, and in some instances causing 

a rift between them. Hence, and going back to the point about the blurred lines of the 

show when it comes to sexism, due to the willing behavior of the women to accept the 

above and even embrace it, it makes it harder for both me and some audiences to 

proclaim the above as blatantly sexist or ascribing to the male gaze. Many of the women 

who were in the first season even ended up re-joining the show for its second season. 

Thus, eventually the borders for female empowerment and female objectification 

become blurred.  

After the ‘catwalk’, each of the women then makes her to way to her stand. In 

the Arabic version, the women then proceed to do choreographed hand gestures similar 

to that in the beginning of the Macarena. This short ‘dance’ is then followed by the 

women, and sometimes the host, ‘free-style’ dancing to the music being played. It is not 

clear what the purpose of this choreographed dance is; however, as the women are 

dancing the camera does zoom in on them. This could be an example of how the show’s 

producers subscribe to the ‘erotic gaze’, a gaze that focuses on the attractive features of 

the people on the show, which in this example happen to be the women’s dancing. This 

term will be further explained later on. 
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The presentation of the women on the stage adheres to a “Harem-like structure” 

(Li, 2015, p.527) whereby they are all grouped on one side, while the presenter and 

male candidate are placed on the other (Li, 2015). The harem-like structure is also seen 

in the dispersal of the woman on one side, to circumscribe the two men who stand in the 

center (Li, 2015). After the placement of the contestants, the host then proceeds to have 

the same conversation, that is had in each and every episode. It goes as follows (LBCI, 

2016): 

Fouad: “Hello Ladies” 

Female Contestants (in unison): “Hi Fouad”  

Fouad: “How are you, ladies?” 

Female Contestants: “Fine, Fouad” 

Fouad: “Yo’borne” (An Arabic expression of endearment that literally translates to 

‘may you bury me’)  

There are two observations to be made about this conversation, the first being 

that the women’s unified answer goes back to the concept of quantity and the absence 

of individuality. The women are answering in unison, which would make sense since 

the host is asking them all simultaneously, yet there is no denying that this unified 

question and answer format does play into the idea of quantity. The second observation 

deals with Fouad’s final comment. Had an all-male cast been replying to him, he would 

not have had replied with ‘Yo’borne’. Fouad’s final response seems to be “cutifying” a 

normal answer provided by multiple adult women. The host is projecting a sense of 

femininity unto an answer that is rather very neutral. This also goes back to the concept 

of ‘girls’ and how grown women are infantilized by men, having projected unto them an 

image that they do not necessarily reflect.  
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Consequently, despite the show’s image of displaying women in control and 

perhaps even supporting them, this does not deny the fact that the show features sexist 

content that are misogynistic and offensive to women. It is a mix of both empowering 

and offending women, but the disguise of the former might not be enough for some 

audiences to embrace the latter. The show subscribes to the “male gaze” used on most 

Arab TV channels. Arab Television usually adopts this gaze by stressing a woman’s 

physical appearance (Salamandra, 2012). However, since the show also focuses on the 

male aesthetic, and not only the females’, I prefer to refer to it as the ‘erotic gaze’: a 

gaze that focuses on the attractive features of both males and females, especially since 

there are several shots of what society deems as attractive men, who are shown getting 

dressed, working out, or even stripping. For example, in episode one of season 2, one 

contestant (57:20) is filmed as he dresses to exercise. The camera focuses on the man’s 

muscles and his overall physique (LBCI, 2017). The same was done with other male 

contestants who had attractive bodies and were featured on the show. 

 

C. Background on show, Lebanese TV, and LBCI  

The media have been known to have an influence over members of society. 

LBCI, a Lebanese Television channel, even acknowledges this in its mission claiming 

that it is “trying to be a continuous source of inspiration for positive change in Lebanon 

and the Middle East” (LBCI, n.d., para. 2). So is LBCI, as a Lebanese medium, creating 

positive change through this show? This might be a hard question to answer depending 

on how people might define positive change and measure it; nevertheless, it is creating 

affective reactions among people and has long been its mission to try and create change 

among people watching it. 
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Since the beginning of television in Lebanon, Lebanese TV channels have been 

broadcasting Western shows, including French, American, British, and Egyptian ones 

(Khazaal, 2018). Hence, the Western format is not new to Lebanese TV. Lebanon was 

even the first out of the Arab countries to have regular and uninterrupted television. 

Therefore, Lebanese people saw themselves as pioneers when it came to their television 

channels. They saw themselves as those who disseminate technological progress to the 

rest of the world (Khazaal, 2018). For example, Tele Orient, one of the earliest 

Lebanese TV channels in the 1960s, would subtitle foreign shows and distribute them, 

along with its own local productions, to other Arab countries (Khazaal, 2018). This 

culture or attitude of Lebanese television being the pioneer seems to persist until now 

perhaps, especially with shows like Take Me Out and channels like LBCI. 

In its early period, television was seen as a modernizing tool that would 

introduce, reshape, and popularize what was considered vulgar and tasteless, turning 

them into mass culture (Khazaal, 2018). This culture was soon to be recognized as the 

golden years of Lebanese Television, a short period between 1968 and 1975 (Khazaal, 

2018). An ideal and modern Lebanon that reflected prosperity and harmony. However, 

TV did not fully reflect reality, but rather masked it. The country was going through 

classist and sectarian rifts happening that eventually led to the civil war (Khazaal, 

2018). This historical phenomenon is important for two reasons. The first being that 

even at that time, vulgar content was frowned upon, but continued to exist to this day. 

In fact, LBC in specific, has been an initiator in this aspect. Since its early days, it has 

been one to talk about the taboos, along with displaying ‘tasteless’ content (Khazaal, 

2018). Thus, Take Me Out might be new in its format, but it for sure isn’t new in 

strategy. In fact, if anything, the show is only the newest tool in LBC’s long holding 
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strategy since the 1960s. The second reason is that although the show, Take Me Out, 

was displaying harmony among women of different sects, religions, and perhaps even 

nationalities to a certain extent, the country behind it was still in a state of ‘peaceful 

turmoil’ among its different communities. In other words, racial, sectarian, and religious 

sensitivities continued to exist under the table: they were not always proclaimed but 

were surely there. There are instances, however, when these sensitivities were brought 

to the surface. One example is during the last episode of season 2. A confrontation 

happens between Maiss, a Syrian contestant, and Elie, a Lebanese man. Maiss turns off 

the light for Elie and the woman he matched with because she claims Elie was racist 

towards her during his first appearance on the show (LBCI, 2020). Another example of 

some of the other sensitivities that precipitated on the show was when Yvonna and 

Esraa, both contestants, had a conversation about inter-religious marriages. In the first 

episode of the second season, audiences are introduced to Esraa, the first veiled, and 

only veiled, contestant to join the show. During this episode, Esraa admits that she is 

looking for a man who belongs to the same religious sect that she belongs to. The host 

then asks Yvonna, who is standing next to Esraa, if it matters to her whether the man 

she chooses be of the same religion, to which Yvonna replies with a no, and that in fact 

she was provoked by Esraa’s opinion. As the exchange becomes a bit heated, the host 

eventually tries to calm the situation by saying (17:10) how the best feature of this 

program is that everyone has their own beliefs and that this program respects all beliefs. 

Fouad goes on to stress this point, saying (17:30) “the beauty of this show is that the 

ladies in it and the young men who participate in it are coming in from everywhere” and 

that the ‘ladies’ know that Lebanon consists of multiple and different ways of thinking 

and cultures and that they [the people on the show] love and respect them all. Hence, 
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these sensitivities eventually precipitated within the overarching gender and marital 

norms and dynamics that were present in the country, and more specifically between the 

contestants. 

Going back to LBC’s history and its goal of spreading modernity: it was the first 

to place audiences at the center of attention, giving a new meaning to television 

celebrity (Khazaal, 2018). People from all walks of society were asked to participate in 

social and political talk shows, in which they shared their opinions about controversial 

issues (Khazaal, 2018). Issues like sectarianism, racism, homosexuality, and other 

topics have long been featured on the shows of LBC. One show in specific that tackled 

these issues, called Al Shatir Yahki, even received government objections and angry 

calls from Gulf viewers, yet it continued to air, and with high ratings (Khazaal, 2018). 

This type of feedback is similar to the one Take Me Out received. Despite the backlash 

(LBCI, 2017) that the show received from government officials and viewers alike, Take 

Me Out continued to air and was renewed for a second season. However, one of the 

closest examples of Lebanese shows to Take Me Out has to be Ya Layl, Ya Ayn, and I 

say this because according to Khazaal (2018), it redefined cultural and social taboos, as 

well as gender and class roles. This show was an entertainment/game show that featured 

celebrities who played against each other in several games. Not unlike Take Me Out, Ya 

Layl, Ya Ayn presented its controversial material in a playful and entertaining dynamic, 

regardless of whether this material, or rather the show itself, was accepted by audiences 

or not. Similarly, Take Me Out was able to address many of the gender taboos that exist 

within present day Lebanon. In the fifth episode of season two (LBCI, 2017), multiple 

conversations were had about what is socially permissible for males as opposed to 

females. One male contestant, who has had multiple relationships in his life, would like 
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a woman who has had only a few. A few of the female contestants interject to call out 

this double standard (28:43). One female contestant, Nawal, then goes on to address the 

man, telling him that what applies to men should also apply to women. Another female 

contestant, Melissa, makes the following remark: “He is such an Eastern (Middle 

Eastern) man, Suppressing freedoms” (32:36). This remark in specific caught my 

attention. Is it true that there is a difference between a ‘Western’ and ‘Eastern’ man or 

are we only playing into this construct that may have been ascribed to us by 

orientalists? Just like the commentators and haters who pulled the nationality card on 

the people who participated in Take Me Out, claiming they are not Arab or just 

Lebanese for behaving the way they did and having the convictions that they had, 

Melissa is pulling this same card on the male contestant, attributing his beliefs to that of 

a whole region. 

Another popular incident where the show addressed gender roles was during the 

seventeenth episode of the second season. Contestants were introduced to a new 

bachelor called Michel Chammas. Michel’s talent was belly dancing, which he 

proceeded to perform during the talent segment. According to Michel, one’s love for 

dance does not dictate his/her biological sex. While some female contestants embraced 

Michel and his passion, others did not. One contestant, Theresa, even blatantly said that 

she believes belly dancing is for girls. As a side note, I would like to point out the 

Theresa used the term ‘girls’, which goes back to my earlier remarks about the use of 

this word and how its use has been internalized by members of society. In addition to 

the above, Theresa went on to claim that when society accepts belly dancing for a man, 

then she will do so as well. Theresa’s remark was very different from the remarks of 

many of the other contestants. Melissa defended Michel’s dancing by saying “How did 
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he hurt me when he danced Oriental dancing?”, while Selma claimed that society is 

dumb, and in other words not an index for whether Michel should pursue this type of 

dancing or not. 

According to Khazaal (2018), LBC considered its modernity to be shown as 

being a trendsetter in women’s empowerment. One of the biggest myths that should be 

dismissed about Arab feminism is the credit that the West and modernity received for 

their alleged expansion of women’s rights (Hatem, 2013). In fact, the modern 

definitions of women’s domesticity, education, and motherhood were placed and 

defined by the modernity project to serve the colonialists’ purpose of being able to 

access everyone, including what might have been an inaccessible space for them 

(Shakry 1998, 128, in Hatem, 2013). Hence, even though LBC may look like it is 

working on empowering women and dismantling the patriarchy, according to Lila Abu-

Lughod it is always important to remember not to romanticize resistance against 

patriarchal norms since they are still being done within structures of power (Khazaal, 

2018). In other words, this image of ‘resistance’ is in fact dictated by external factors, 

such as capitalism, power, and patriarchal relations in the production of such an image 

(Khazaal, 2018). Another way to see it is that if the channel didn’t know that such a 

show, or specifically such tropes, were discussed and displayed, they would not garner 

high ratings, and eventually might suffer a financial loss. On a similar note, American 

reality TV shows commodify the ratchetness of black women, eventually selling it as 

“cultural capital” (Pickens, 2014, p.53) Thus, the ratchet performer becomes a 

marketing tool. The end goal of these corporations, whether the producers of the 

American reality TV shows or LBCI, is to make money and anything they produce will 

be to reach that goal. This is perhaps why the show, despite its supposed image of 
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‘female empowerment’, never fully committed to this trope and continued to feature 

content that can be sexist.  

 

D. Feminism or Masked Sexism? 

In Postfeminism(s) and the Arrival of the Fourth Wave, Nicola Rivers (2017) 

explains how due to the backlash feminism has faced in the 1980s and 1990s, backlash 

that criticized supporters of this movement for being “man-hating” “feminazis” (p.57), 

the movement had to undergo a form of rebranding. According to Rivers (2017), this 

rebranding consisted of challenging the unflattering stereotypical view of unattractive, 

angry, and male-despising feminists. This rebranding was used to appeal to a new 

generation of women who did not necessarily subscribe or approve the older 

stereotypical version (Scharff, 2012). This new form of feminism was not the only 

reason why new women were interested in the movement; nevertheless, its 

commercialization did positively contribute to its acceptance by people (Rivers, 2017). 

Hence, currently, “feminism sells” (Rivers, 2017, p.57), or at least the feminist 

standards of promoting neoliberal ideals like female empowerment and agency (Rivers, 

2017). This may be one of the tools the show is using to promote itself among its 

audiences, maybe even among its contestants. Since the show has both people who like 

it for supporting women and giving them a platform, as well as people who hate it for 

sexualizing them and showing them within a specific misogynistic image, then it is a 

mixture of both support and suppression. I think what audiences end up choosing to 

believe or perceive depends on their own preferences and backgrounds. It is like the 

concept of having a pros and cons list and seeing which outweighs the other. For the 
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show’s supporters, the show may have more pros than cons, and for the show’s 

detractors, it may be the reverse. 

This new popularity of feminism is most evident in celebrities who are now in 

support of the movement when they used to renounce it in the past. Such celebrities are 

using “the language of feminism” (Rivera, 2017, p.61) to develop their own brands and 

reach female audiences. Some of these celebrities use the feminist rhetoric of female 

empowerment to support their sexualized images. The women on Take Me Out may 

have not entered the show with a celebrity standing, but there is no arguing that their 

presence on the show did help give them some sort of Pan-Arab recognition. 

Nevertheless, I don’t think it is necessarily the women on the show who are trying to 

speak this “language of feminism”, but the show itself and the people behind its 

making. Even though the show does not blatantly proclaim that it is adopting this 

language, except in rare cases in which it alludes to the fact that the women on the show 

are empowered by getting the final say, it does seem to fit this category of ‘supporters’ 

of the feminist movement. A ‘supporter’ that appears to be following the movement, but 

in fact does show signs of misogynism or sexism as well.  These celebrities faced 

criticism and accusations of using a pro-feminist narrative only to further their own 

success, thereby “depoliticizing feminism” (Rivers, 2017, p.58). This newly branded 

feminism in its capitalist and neoliberal forms is trying to put forward the idea that any 

decision can be feminist as long as a woman chose it, or in the case of this thesis’ TV 

shows, showed it. However, as Rivers (2017) argues, this increased visibility of 

feminism can serve as a false reassurance and a false pretense, trying to cover for all the 

antifeminist material being used and displayed. This type of feminine popular culture, 

as Angela McRobbie (2008) has argued, might be only a cover for a wave of 
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patriarchalism hidden beneath these celebrations of females’ freedom. Additionally, this 

form of feminism, celebrities are trying to adopt and promote, is assuming a “one-size-

fits-all” feminism (Rivers, 2017, p.62). Thus, women who cannot adapt or conform to 

such Western, neoliberal, individualistic, and homogenized form of feminism and 

femininity are made to seem as if they can no longer be feminists nor feminine (Rivers, 

2017).  

According to Hunting (2012), “superficially postfeminist” programs, such as Sex 

and the City, can in their essence be serving feminist goals. Additionally, Hunting 

(2012) believes these programs display political potential and should not be instantly 

dismissed as regressively postfeminist, especially since the term continues to be 

associated with the rejection of feminism (Tasker, 2007, in Hunting). She (2012) 

explores specifically chick-lit television, refusing to label it as being progressive, 

regressive, feminist, or post-feminist, instead Hunting argues that this genre emphasizes 

Butler’s gender performances and more or less negotiates with elements of past feminist 

movements. She also argues that this genre’s construction of gender norms is constantly 

being changed and negotiated, thus providing significant potential to negotiate 

constructs, such as gender, femininity, and feminism.  

In Judith Butler’s Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity 

(Butler, in Hunting 2012), she argues that there is no one true essence that gender 

displays and that in fact gender is created through various acts. Additionally, Butler 

believes that even though it may come across as such, gender is in fact not natural, but 

constructed, performed, and maintained by repetition. Hence, as the idea of gender is 

constructed and maintained by various repetitive acts, it can also be deconstructed and 

changed through other various repetitive acts. In Bodies That Matter, Butler (1993) 
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further explained how most performances are not necessarily conscious nor deliberate, 

but rather internalized and performed as a sort of ritual. Consequently, even ‘conscious’ 

performances of gender can be naturalized through repetition, eventually becoming part 

of the hegemonic norms.  

When it comes to gender performances on television, Hunting (2012) believes 

that hyper emphasized performances of femininity can also reveal the performative 

character of gender. In other words, television plays a role in re-enforcing and perhaps 

even imposing certain repetitive acts of femininity on their audiences, trying to reinstate 

the idea of femininity according to their ideals. Such constructs of gender, or femininity 

in specific, on television are displayed through elements like clothing, displays of 

sexuality, and behavior can destabilize the ‘natural’ gender performance (Hunting, 

2012). Thus, going back to the introduction of this thesis, the repetitive glamorized 

images of the women, along with their flirtatious speech and behavior, contributes in 

producing a narrow and specific image of what femininity is; one that is mainly based 

on attractive looks, speech, and behavior.  

It is also important to mention that when these images are being shown, without 

an alternative or a counterpart to negotiate with, this promotes a certain stereotype 

(Hunting, 2012). It is true that Take Me Out may be showing a certain image of women 

and femininity on it, but there is also no denying that LBC does broadcast other shows 

with perhaps more diverse manifestations of femininity and female representations on 

them. For in the end, different shows and programs are in conversation with each other 

as well as part of a larger dialogue (Hunting, 2012). Thus, each show and channel are 

part of a larger conversation within the larger media scape, and even though they cannot 
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be held accountable for others’ actions, they do play a role and can be held accountable 

for their own.  

 Despite the prominence of the above images of femininity being dominant on 

the show, the female participants do however present other images as well. One 

contestant, Mia, is witty and forms many of her answers in terms of poetry (LBCI, 

2018). Another contestant, Daad, is an older female figure, sort of like the 

‘grandmother’ of the show’, who enjoys witty banters with the other contestants, 

chastising them for their speech, behavior, or clothing choices. At the same time, Daad 

cares for the other women and shows her love for them. In some regards, she is the 

moral compass of the show. In others, not so much. Since Daad is quick to chastise the 

female contestants for saying or acting in a sexually suggestive manner, she does not do 

the same when the host acts in the same way. According to the general norms within the 

Middle East, females are usually granted less freedom in their social behavior, 

education and other aspects of their lives (Kikoski, 2000). On a similar note, in Joseph’s 

paper (1997), the author mentions how mothers in Camp Trad were stricter on their 

daughters than on their sons. The latter were allowed to break certain rules, be tolerated 

for their insubordination, and would in fact be complimented for being called a rascal or 

Aza’ar. They believed this was part of their identity as a boy to do such things. 

Although this example was meant to target the mothers at Camp Trad, it also reflects 

Daad’s character on the show. Although she does not commend Fouad when he does 

display sexually suggestive speech or behavior, yet she also does not chastise him for it. 

For example, in the ninth episode of season one, Fouad makes a joke about how 

Yvonna, a contestant, is transparent. This is a play on words, since she is also wearing a 

transparent dress showing her cleavage. Fouad continues to say that whatever is on 
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Yvonna’s chest is also on her lips, meaning that she is truthful and she speaks what she 

believes. However, this is also a play on words, since Fouad makes a hand gesture 

insinuating Yvonna’s revealed cleavage (LBCI, 2016).  The remark is met with 

applause from the audience, as well as no comment from Daad. Paradoxically, in the 

same episode, Daad chastises Nawal, a contestant who stands next to her, for the latter’s 

revealing dress (LBCI, 2016). Furthermore, this same Daad, who is the women’s ‘moral 

compass’, has also been seen on a couple of occasions cursing young Lebanese men, 

displaying not so morally conforming behavior. In the fifth episode of the first season, 

Daad curses the Lebanese young men for being womanizers who leave a woman after 

getting ‘what they want’ from her. According to Daad, these same men continue to look 

for a virgin with no sexual experience of any kind (LBCI, 2016).  

In an attempt to escape patriarchal controls, arranged marriages have been very 

much decreasing in number. They are not as present as before, seeing that now many 

women and men alike prefer getting to know the other person before taking any formal 

measures, and if they see them unfit, they will opt out of this ‘arranged marriage’ 

altogether.  According to the Lebanese women Kikoski (2000) interviewed for her book 

about feminism in the Middle East, none of them even encountered the thought of an 

arranged marriage. These women, of different backgrounds, wanted to meet their 

partners on their own, and without an arranged setup. These women prioritized having 

commons values and expectations with their partners, seeing that these goals could not 

be met through the traditional arranged way. Kikoski (2000) describes these women to 

be brave, as to be part of this social change, and believes the Lebanese society was 

undergoing a transition. The fact that such a show displayed women, in general, in the 

position of choosing their own partners, shows that they are coming a long way. The 
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show is consequently an index to both the marriage patterns and liberties women have 

gained since Kikoski wrote her book 21 years ago. 

Even though arranged marriages may be not present as much, many marriages 

are still preferred to happen within the same community, religion, or background 

(Joseph, 1993). The show plays a role in further opening up these criteria for many 

people, allowing people from different contexts to meet and perhaps even have a 

relationship with each other, whether that is professional, platonic, or even romantic. 

The show indirectly reflects wider social concerns present within society. As a result of 

sectarianism, many families in Lebanon, especially those who are strongly politically or 

religiously affiliated, have tended to huddle up with each other in specific areas in the 

country, limiting their contact with people of other affiliations, and this is shown 

through the example of Esraa who was mentioned earlier. Not to say that there aren’t 

people of different affiliations who have relationships with each other, such as 

previously mentioned with Yvonna, but nevertheless, this isolation in physicality may 

have also led to a greater isolation in mentality, connection, and eventually in building a 

family. Thus, the types of families in the country reflect the issues that the country and 

its people have. Consequently, this show can be said to have played a role in opening up 

the platform for participants to meet people of relatively different backgrounds and 

potentially create a family with them. Regardless of whether these couples eventually 

made it through, they still had the chance to meet new people and overcome a portion or 

a dimension of sectarianism or any other social barriers that may exist within their 

society. This is something the show may have been changing, even though dating had 

already existed, the show perhaps was normalizing, whether purposefully or not, 

expanding the mating or marriage rituals to those beyond a certain circle, kinship, 
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belonging, or mentality. Regardless of whether contestants ended up choosing people 

who carry similar qualities to theirs on those categories, at least the show opened up the 

platform for meeting people outside of one’s normal social circle. This not only had a 

social implication, but also a political one as the country has long been enduring inter-

sectarian conflicts.  

 

E. Gendered Norms and Slut-Shaming  

Social media has cleared the way for women to be victimized and “slut-shamed” 

due to their public or semi-private profiles (Bartow, 2009, as cited in Papp et al., 2017). 

The Pew Research Center reported that online harassment mainly targets young women 

(Pew Research Center, 2014, as cited in Papp et al., 2017). This is reflected in most, if 

not all the comments, that target Take Me Out. The frequency of online harassment 

against women or girls is largely a product of popular misogyny, that grows alongside 

popular feminism (Banet-Weiser, 2018). Popular misogyny is a node in a network of 

misogynistic practices, and the public shaming of women has become a “normative tool 

for expressing an imagined injustice” (Banet-Weiser, 2018, p.).  The comments that 

targeted gender, indicating whether they are referring to the males or the females of the 

show, most, if not all, focused on the women in the show. Even though they might exist, 

I did not encounter at least one comment that criticized the males in the show, only the 

females. 

 “Slut-shaming” is an act whereby a woman is humiliated based on her assumed 

sexual behavior or appearance, regardless of whether these accusations are true or not. 

The word “slut” refers to the lack of morality and values (Bamberg, 2004, as cited in 

Papp et al., 2017). In most cases, “slut-shaming” targets women (Bamberg, 2004, as 
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cited in Papp et al., 2017). It rarely targets men. Personally, I expected there to be more 

slut-shaming or gendered shaming of Lebanese women than I found. Most slut-shaming 

comments targeted Lebanese people or Arabs as a whole, and not necessarily Lebanese 

or Arab women in specific. However, there are several sexist and infantilizing 

comments targeted towards the women on the show (see Appendix, Figures 17 and 18). 

In a study conducted by Wray and Steele (2002, as cited in Brennan, 2006) on 

teenage magazines, the researchers discovered that the media acts as a “gendered 

behavior guide” (2002, p. 200, as cited in Brennan, 2006), as in it encourages teenage 

girls to adopt stereotypical feminine behavior and change their physical appearances. 

Other researchers like Smart & Smart (1978, as cited in Brennan, 2006) believe that the 

social control of women takes on many forms: external/internal, formal/informal, 

ideological/repressive/ and implicit/explicit. This social control not only affects women, 

but perfuses into all aspects of their lives, whether private or public. Women are taught 

and conditioned how to act, think, and feel according to a normative femininity created 

by patriarchal expectations (Smart & Smart, 1978, as cited in Brennan, 2006). Green et 

al. (1987, as cited in Brennan, 2006) also argue that this social control is a continuous 

process and only one component in the fight by male hegemony to set the boundaries of 

femininity. However, Green et al. (1987, as cited in Brennan, 2006) also believe that 

this social behavior is not always through coercive actions, but in fact also through non-

coercive actions. They (1987, as cited in Brennan, 2006) believe that due to the 

imbalance of power between the sexes and women’s relative subservience to men, they 

do not always have the option of going against what men, and consequently society, 

want.  Other researchers like Renzetti (1998, as cited in Brennan, 2006) do not believe 

the problem is in social control, since it is vital to maintaining social order in society 
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and structuring social interaction, but that the problems is in its outcomes, specifically 

that affect women. She (1998, as cited in Brennan, 2006) acknowledges that social 

control on women is increasing and spreading into women’s lives, and the media 

definitely has a significant role in that. 

 

F. Chapter Conclusion  

In an attempt to properly understand the show and its way of representation, I 

began by looking at the international, and even original, versions of the show. This 

allowed me to detect how the show functioned and if there are certain representations of 

women that are particular to the show’s structure rather than reflective of the culture in 

which it functions. As it seems, the overall format of the show gives off the appearance 

of empowering women; however, it does hold sexist and misogynistic elements. These 

elements are not necessarily the same elements through out all versions, for example 

one version can display certain behaviors, while another displays certain speech. 

However, they all contain more or less these sexist and objectifying elements. Some 

elements that seem to be common to all versions is the way the women are introduced, 

their attire, and the camera angles filming them. All of these elements eventually play 

into the “erotic gaze” that the show is trying to portray. 

In order to further understand the content of the show and be able to identify if it 

is the show’s format itself or the people behind it who are producing such 

“empowering”/ sexist material, I also looked into the channel through which the show 

was being aired. I looked into the material that LBCI has been producing all these years, 

especially with relation to controversial topics and stances in gender and sexuality. It 

turns out that the channel has been following a long held strategy when it comes to 
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displaying such topics. Nevertheless, Take Me Out presented new limits, farther than 

the ones in other shows produced by LBCI, by which it tackles these controversial 

topics and representations. 

However, the encoding does not stop there. In the next chapter, I move from the 

show’s encoding on TV to its encoding, and decoding, in the online sphere. We will see 

how these representations of gender, specifically of women, and sexuality persist and 

are received by online audiences. Accordingly, we will see the role of media, from TV 

to the Internet, in representing, popularizing, and disseminating a certain image of 

Lebanese people, and specifically women. 
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CHAPTER IV 

CONSTRUCTING IDENTITIES: HOW ONLINE 

COMMUNITIES DEFINE CULTURAL CITIZENSHIPS AND 

NATIONAL IDENTITIES 
 

 

A. Perceptions of Lebanon in the Arab World 

The media can reflect their country of origin and the norms of that country; but 

that is not necessarily always the case. Nevertheless, these outlets are somehow the face 

of their country to foreigners, especially those who do not know first-hand the country 

and its people. Now, this is not to fault the media or say this is right or wrong, but it is 

true. 

According to Kraidy (2010), LBCI’s “ostentatious liberalism” which not only 

mimics the Western lifestyle but also combines them with a Lebanese and Arabic tone, 

along with the hyper-exposure of women’s bodies, is in fact the channel’s signature. In 

an interview with Roula Saad, the Take Me Out’s producer, Saad talks about how the 

producers tried to “Lebanize” the show, adapting it to fit, as it seems, Lebanese 

audiences. This insinuates that Saad was mainly targeting and catering to her construct 

of Lebanese audiences, even though LBC is known to be a pan-Arab channel with pan-

Arab audiences, values, and standards (Lebanon Debate, 2016). Furthermore, LBC was 

and still is defined as a Lebanese channel, even though its ownership has consisted of 

Saudis at one point (Kraidy & Mourad, 2014). The channel, not only the show, 

maintained its ‘Lebanese’ image most, if not all, the time. This could be due to the 

content the channel presents and its mostly Lebanese employees who work in front of 

the camera. When asked about how the contestants were chosen, Saad says that the 

participants were chosen to reflect society (Lebanon Debate, 2016). Even though Saad 
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does not imply what society that is, but based on the show’s recruitment of mostly 

Lebanese contestants, it can be assumed that Saad is trying to reflect her construction of 

what the Lebanese society is.  

LBC has had a long-standing history in endorsing a certain image of the 

Lebanese population and Lebanese women in specific. This is not the first show to 

display such gender and sexually insinuating content on the channel, especially with 

shows like “Ya Leil Ya Ein” before it. Hence, LBC may have been actively trying to 

distinguish between the Lebanese identity and other Arab identities. The channel is not 

innocent, but certainly not completely at fault, when it comes to why certain Arab 

audiences may regard the Lebanese society in a certain way. Regardless of whether 

LBC’s actions are right or wrong, they did play a role in this conversation about gender 

and sexual roles in the Arab World, especially among its audiences. Consequently, one 

of the possible reasons why some of the commentators associate between the Lebanese 

nationality and ‘sexually promiscuous’ behavior could be because certain media outlets 

at some point only displayed or shed more light on a specific image of the Lebanese 

society, which may have led to the creation or reinforcement of certain stereotypes 

about Lebanese people among other Arabs. One commentator reveals this through his 

comment, claiming that all Lebanese media put out this type of content; content that is 

immoral, without honor, and impolite (see Appendix, Figure 13). This image of 

Lebanese people also goes back to the commodification of bodies and “cultural capital” 

discussed in chapter one, and how both are eventually used as tools to garner high 

ratings. 

The media can reinforce certain notions that foreign audiences may have, 

especially if these media outlets are strong, with high ratings, and do not have strong 
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counter parts that can provide an alternative image to the one they are displaying. If a 

Lebanese channel like LBC is displaying the Lebanese people in a certain way on its 

shows, and there are not many other channels as strong as LBC, to counter these 

images, foreigners will believe LBC’s representation to be the true and perhaps only 

representation. Even if the representation is true to a certain extent, this still does not 

mean that it is the only representation of the Lebanese society or Lebanese nationals. 

Now, it is true that MTV, an equally strong if not stronger Lebanese channel, countered 

the images presented by LBC on Take Me Out; however, MTV itself is not a trust-

worthy reference on the matter with shows of its own displaying similar content. Some 

audience members acknowledged MTV’s hypocrisy in this matter, especially since the 

channel is in competition with LBCI for ratings and may have questionable intentions 

(Lebanon 24, 2017). LBC and MTV were in competition when it comes to the ratings of 

their shows, especially since their shows are airing simultaneously during primetime 

(Lebanon 24, 2017). MTV’s website issued an article that attacked LBC for being a 

source of prostitution and classlessness (Lebanon 24, 2017). However, the attack could 

be due to LBCI changing the timing of its show Take Me Out so that it airs at the same 

time MTV’s Dancing with the Stars is airing, increasing the competition over ratings 

between the shows. Members of the public criticized MTV for showing on its own 

show women in scintillas outfits and dancing in a sexy way: “why throw stones when 

your house is made of glass MTV?” (Lebanon 24, 2017, para. 1). 

It is important to ask why LBCI recruited mostly Lebanese female participants 

to take part in the show. Even though the answer might never be revealed, but it is 

worth noting that unlike other contest and game shows that LBCI produced that 

contained contestants from all over the Arab World, such as Star Academy, this show 
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has had a majority of Lebanese women. In fact, in one episode on Take Me Out, it is 

revealed that one of the female contestants, Maiss, is actually Syrian (Take Me Out 

 She was able to disguise her Syrian accent with a Lebanese one, a .(2018 ,نقشت

technique she used not only on the show, but also in real life. This was a technique she 

used in order to be better accepted by audiences and the overall Lebanese society, where 

she lives. As a refugee, she felt the need to cover her identity in order to fit in and be 

accepted. However, she ended up using the dating show as a platform to reveal this 

discrimination she is facing. Though this could have been an intentional move agreed 

upon with the show’s producers to show the cast’s ‘diverse’ nationalities, it still opened 

up the conversation to a real problem that was happening within Lebanese society and 

how some locals held certain sensitivities, and perhaps even racism, towards Syrian 

refugees in the country. 

 

B. The Perimeters of Online Shaming 

‘Flaming’, or showing hostility by insulting, using offensive language, or 

swearing (Moor, 2007, in Moor, P. J., Heuvelman, A., & Verleur, R., 2010), is quite 

common on YouTube. Hence, ‘flaming’, which I believe can include shaming, is a 

behavior that comes with the territory of using or being on YouTube, and Take Me Out 

commentators who ‘flame’ may not be so different from commentators who ‘flame’ 

other content on this platform. ‘Flaming’ is not used by all commentators, but it sure is 

common. While some people claimed flaming was annoying and a demotivating reason 

to not upload personal videos on the platform, others believed that it was a way to have 

discussions that were not being talked about in real life (Moor, P. J., Heuvelman, A., 

and Verleur, R., 2010). Hence, are these comments that shame Lebanese people or 
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Arabs on Take Me Out talking about a topic that is not properly addressed offline? What 

most assume are only silly and superficial comments about a show can actually be very 

significant expressions of deeply held convictions that Take Me Out audiences may 

have. Hence, what seem to be mundane comments are in fact addressing much deeper 

sentiments and ideas that audiences have, including but not limited to, the ‘corruption’ 

of the Lebanese people, the ‘corruption’ of Arabs, and how the Arab nation is changing 

into the ‘West’. According to Moor, P. J., Heuvelman, A., and Verleur, R. (2010), a 

fundamental assumption as to why such conversations or comments are being said 

online is because they lack the social cues that are present in face-to-face 

communication, consequently the behavior of commentators, or rather their speech, 

online is uninhibited. Another reason as to why such flaming happens on platforms like 

YouTube is the anonymity of the person making them, which allows that person to 

conform to the ‘group flaming’ that is happening, conforming to the normative behavior 

on that platform, (Lea, O’Shea, Fung, and Spears,1992 in Moor, P. J., Heuvelman, A., 

and Verleur, R., 2010), as well as avoid any immediate repercussions to whatever they 

are saying.  

Since, flaming adopts a group mentality on YouTube, this can eventually render 

it the ‘new norm for communication’ on that platform. The feelings of deindividuation 

on this platform encourages the acts of ‘flaming’; acts that perhaps the commentators 

might have not been doing if they were on their own. According to Lange (2007, in 

Moor, P. J., Heuvelman, A., and Verleur, R., 2010), flaming could be an intentional 

behavior whereby a part of YouTube audiences actually take joy in insulting each other. 

If the flaming is not meant to purposefully hurt, it may be used for the commentator to 

gain or maintain their status within the online community. These people will try to 
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intentionally provoke other through flaming in order to ameliorate how commentators 

or flamers may perceive them on this platform. 

Shame, humiliation, and disgust are powerful tools that can be used to encourage 

certain desired behaviors (Ahmed et al., 2000). These tools are crucial for a society that 

aims to be in a certain state. They get the job done (Ahmed et al., 2000). People who 

practice online shaming aim to reinforce social norms and maintain society’s 

functioning in an organized and orderly manner (Wehmhoener, 2010), that is according 

to their own interpretation of what an ‘orderly’ manner is. Shamers believe they are 

powerful enough (Cheung, 2014) to not only express what they feel, especially when it 

comes to who and how one qualifies to belong to a certain nationality, but also to 

reinstate a social order that might have become lost (Cheung, 2014). They use the 

comments section as a platform to not only project their own ideals, but to also dilute 

that of any oppositional ideals or narratives (Berlant, 1997). They even try to reverse 

any deviations the others, or objects of the shame, may have caused to the previously 

existing social norms and values (Hou, Jiang & Wang, 2017). They take a step further 

and try to market the idea that the nation’s survival depends on the identities and 

personal details of people’s everyday lives (Berlant, 1997).   

Shamers do not stop at their shaming. They go to the extent of allowing 

themselves to recruit and call upon others who share their same ideals to take part in the 

process of restoring normalcy by making similar comments about the video. The usage 

of the Internet as a tool to not only punish social infractions, but also to call on others to 

do the same is very dangerous specifically for its far-reaching, non-geographically and 

non-legally bound limits (Hou, Jiang & Wang, 2017). This recruitment can be done 

both directly and indirectly. Direct recruitment involves literally asking others to pitch 
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in on the matter, while indirect recruitment is done by simply posting the comment 

below the video and opening the space for shaming and citizenship-restricting 

comments to be made. As it is apparent in one thread of comments (see Appendix, 

Figure 1), the mere presence of comments of this sort might encourage others to write 

similar ones (Hou, Jiang & Wang, 2017). Therefore, these people start to form their 

own little communities online, similar to what those in Cunningham’s (2001) notion 

did, causing online communal discord to happen. 

What is also noteworthy about these comments is that the commentators use 

interpellation when they address readers with words like “us as people who belong to a 

certain country” or “us as Arabs” (see Appendix, Figures 6 and 7). Consequently, they 

structure their comments to not only express their own personal opinions, but also the 

opinions of their readers or of their nation as a whole, even if the latter do not 

necessarily agree. For example, in one comment (see Appendix, Figure 7), the 

commentor Reham says “The show is silly, and it is shameful of us Arabs to have such 

shows”. Thus, it can be assumed that either Reham is addressing other Arabs in this 

quote, and performing interpellation, or speaking on behalf of Arabs, even though she is 

supposedly only expressing her own opinion. Interpellation was also used by shamers 

who distinguished the Lebanese people from Arabs and by shamers who believed the 

Lebanese were Arab (see Appendix, Figure 6) and that what was happening to the 

former, was happening to the Arabs as a whole (see Appendix, Figures 7 and 8). This 

interpellation can also be seen as a form of indirect recruitment for shamers, as if 

enticing other shamers to comment on what is happening. 

Digital media has allowed both the new and perhaps more open expressions of 

gender, sexual, and social emancipation; however, it has also allowed the enactment of 
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conservatism, misogyny, and other more reserved sentiments (Hasso & Salime, 2016). 

Online shaming is used by shamers to reinstate the ‘order’ that the objects of the shame 

may have caused with regards to social norms and values (Hou, Jiang & Wang, 2017). 

Consequently, when shamers express their views on the matter, they believe they are 

empowered enough to reinstate social order and justice through their online shaming 

(Cheung, 2014). Shamers can also be stand-ins sometimes for a greater cause, just as is 

seen with the Take Me Out participants. Some shamers are not targeting the participants 

for who they are, but for what they represent: “slutty” morally-corrupt Lebanese women 

and men who are defying Arab norms.  

Shaming narratives can be used as tools for social control (Oravec, 2020). In 

fact, shaming has long been a daily civic occurrence in many nations (Oravec, 2020). 

Literature that deals with shame often links it with realized or even potential violations 

of norms (Katz, 2014, as cited in Oravec, 2020). Shame can even be an index by which 

society’s values can be measured and has been linked by many theorists to reputation 

(Oravec, 2020). People who are afraid to lose their reputation and become humiliated 

can be driven by shame, thus causing them to steer away from any “bad” behavior 

(Oravec, 2020). In the case of this show, some viewers are trying to impose a sense of 

shame in the show’s contestants and producers when it comes to certain matters; a sense 

of shame that the contestants and producers might not necessarily have when it comes 

to these specific issues. Norms, practices, meanings, and identities can vary across 

different national contexts (Beaman, 2016), consequently, what might be deemed 

shameful in one nation, might not be so in another. In fact, what might be shameful by 

one person in a nation might be seen as un-shameful by another, in the same country. 

The cultural components that enforce, reinforce, and maintain shame differ from one 
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place to another, even within the same country (Ward & Pajaczkowska, 2014). Shame 

can be powerful as a tool, especially when used to impose compliance of morally 

justified norms. Nonetheless, what one person sees as shameful, another might not 

(Ward & Pajaczkowska, 2014), rendering the shaming powerless. 

People do not have the same index for shame. If the contestants on the show, or 

the producers of the show, were feeling ashamed of the content they were putting out, 

they might have quit, stopped the show, or perhaps wouldn’t have done the show in the 

first place. Nevertheless, the show kept going and was even renewed for a second 

season. Accordingly, the shaming kept coming in from certain audience members. 

Perhaps this was the latter’s only tool to show that they disapproved of the show and 

wanted it to stop, even though this tool did not prove to be completely affective after all. 

The fact is, the issue might not be in the shaming itself, but in the ideas behind 

it. Many shamers accused the whole Lebanese nation of being immoral (see Appendix, 

Figure 10) just because they saw one video clip featuring a couple of Lebanese people 

on a TV show. In this video specifically (see Appendix, Figure 10), the title of the video 

read “The Scandal of a Lebanese Show (Naashit) Sexy 18+ Subscribe to the Channel”. 

The video was posted by an account called “a channel about scandals” (see Appendix, 

Figure 19). As a user-generated content, the account that posted this video knew that the 

controversial material in it would cause people to watch it, especially after indicating in 

the title the sexual content in it. Upon watching the video, a female and male contestant 

are seen doing gym exercises on each other such as pull ups with occasional kisses on 

the checks in between. In my own opinion, even though the couple’s display of 

affection in this manner may not be too common on a Lebanese TV show; however, it 

did not deserve the hype that it was given by the person who posted it. There are two 
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explanations as to why the video got the strong reactions from commentators the way it 

did. The first could be due to decoding. Even though I saw the video as not too sexual, 

others may have seen it as sexual and inappropriate. Another explanation could be that 

the video itself may truly not have been itself too sexual, but the hype around it from its 

title to the comments written under it, may have caused audiences to treat it as too 

sexual and comment on it as such. Thus, in addition to the encoding of the show by its 

producers, the people who post clips of the show on their channels also encode it with 

meanings, which in this case allude to sex. Sometimes the presence of a hype on 

something, or in this case the presence of a thread of comments on a video, can instigate 

people to comment as well and partake in the conversation. 

In this case, the online shamers were presenting a stereotypical image of all 

Lebanese people, claiming that this was normal behavior for the latter (see Appendix, 

Figure 9), when in fact this is not true. Moreover, some commentators ended up 

shaming the show’s shamers, accusing their shaming of being a custom of people of 

their country. For example, one commentator, called ‘Tunisian and proud’, ( see 

Appendix, Figures 14 and 15) accused the Lebanese people, she did not say the 

Lebanese people but implied it, of being the lowest when it comes to morals. This 

commentator also praised her own country Tunisia for being a country of freedom. The 

commentator got her share of the shaming pie. Comments poured in from other 

commentators on this comment, accusing Tunisia of being a morally-corrupt country 

and consequently insulting the people of Tunisia. Some comments did not directly 

insult Tunisia, or even Lebanon for that matter, and instead praised their own countries. 

One commentator wrote “There is no country like Saudi Arabia”. ‘Tunisian and 
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proud’s’ comment got so many comments, both backlash and praise, that it turned into a 

thread. Both Figures 14 and 15 in the Appendix belong to this same thread. 

Instead of taking insult to the shaming comments, some audience members took 

them as compliments and proudly adopted them. For example, one Lebanese blogger 

took the shaming comments accusing the Lebanese people of not being Arabs as praise 

(Fares, 2017). He believed Lebanese people were superior to their non-Lebanese Arab 

counterparts. This person not only stereotyped and generalized the people of his 

country, but also the non-Lebanese Arabs of other countries. He accused and in fact 

shamed the latter of having outdated norms and values (Fares, 2017). 

It is worth mentioning that not all comments that dealt with national identities 

and national stereotypes were intended as shaming comments. In fact, some even 

praised the Lebanese people for putting out such content (see Appendix, Figure 10 and 

11). Nevertheless, this generalization of the behavior of one show, or rather one person 

on a show, is attributed to a whole nation is the main issue. Instead of each person 

representing themselves on this show, they are perceived to be representing a nation by 

some audience members, regardless of whether that be seen as a positive or negative 

representation.  

 

C. Norms, Citizenships and Power 

1. When the Personal Becomes a Criteria for Cultural Citizenship 

Making the personal public is a whole narrative strategy and technique used by 

disseminators of ideologies to achieve certain goals. According to Lauren Berlant 

(1997), issues such as sexuality and personal morality are no longer private concerns, 

but rather public key debates about what nations, specifically America, stand for and 
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how citizens should act and practice their citizenship. This is exactly what seems to be 

happening on the comments section of these Take Me Out videos. Not only are the 

participants’ morality now up for debate by audiences, but also consequently their 

citizenship and how they should ‘practice’ it. For these audiences, the participants 

should show they are Arab or Lebanese by doing or refraining from doing certain 

behaviors.  

This is where Berlant’s (1997) words echo loud and clear on how the personal is 

no longer personal and can in fact be used as a social tool to acknowledge, or terminate, 

another person’s citizenship, socially and not legally-speaking. Berlant (1997), in an 

American context, notes that not only “the personal is political” as the feminist notion 

mentions, but that also “the political is personal”. This signified a new nationalist 

politics whereby “abnormal” sexual actions reveal threats to the “proper” nation 

(Berlant,1997). According to Mourad and Kraidy (2014), the public outrage over the 

sex scandal in an episode of Ahmar Bil Khat Al Arid, also a Lebanese show on LBCI, 

reflected what Berlant calls “a national fantasy of corporeal dignity” (p.228), which in 

other words is the tainting of the “pure body” of the nation as regarded by its citizens 

and by foreigners. In this episode, a Saudi man discusses his sexual escapades, which 

prompts an outrage among audiences who denounce the man’s actions as not 

representative of those of his country/nation. Thus, the concepts of citizenship and 

nationality, in the eyes of those puritans, intersect with those of purity and moral 

propriety (Kraidy & Mourad, 2014). Since the 90s, talk shows have publicized the 

private lives and actions of Arab citizens (Kraidy & Mourad, 2014), and sexuality is one 

of these private matters that garnered large public viewing and discussions, dividing 

people between supporters and opposers of these topics.  
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People’s private issues, like marriage, personal morality, and family values, 

have become matters of public scrutiny. These private matters become “symbolic 

conditions” of U.S citizenship, according to Berlant (1997, p.2), telling people how 

American citizens should act. These alleged personal matters collapse with the public 

sphere, becoming key factors in how the American identity is defined. Similarly, we can 

see that through the debates being on done by Take Me Out audiences in the comment 

section on YouTube, what should be private matters of personal morality, family 

values, and family ideals of the show’s participants have become “symbolic conditions” 

(Berlant, 1997, p.2) by which their Arab or Lebanese identities are defined. Audiences 

are determining the eligibility of the show’s participants for the ‘Arab citizenship’.  

Citizenship is a social construct as much as it is a legal one (Beaman, 2016). It is 

based on norms, practices, values, behaviors, identities, and meanings, which can vary 

across national contexts (Beaman, 2016). Hence, citizenship is not homogenous but 

rather applied differently to different populations. Consequently, some people might 

legally be citizens, but still be marginalized and categorized as outsiders or ‘second 

class’ citizens (Beaman, 2016). This is where the term cultural citizenship comes into 

place. Cultural citizenship focuses on allowing individuals to cross any cultural and 

symbolic boundaries established by national communities and instead be embraced as 

full members within these communities (Beaman, 2015 in Beaman, 2016). Thus, a 

person’s cultural citizenship is their full social inclusion within a national community, 

despite their differences, and being fully recognized as a member of the community 

(Beaman, 2016). Some anthropologists believe the construct of citizenship has changed 

with postcolonialism and globalization, arguing for the existence of transnational 

citizenship, especially with mass migrations to Europe, and citizenship beyond nation-
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state boundaries (Beaman, 2016). Even though participants on the show are legally 

Arab, but according to some audience members, culturally they are not.  The shamers 

deprive, with what little power they have, the show’s participants from their cultural 

citizenship of being Arab, seeing that the former do not conform to the latter’s norms, 

ideals, and morals. 

Let’s go back to the question asked several paragraphs ago: what is an Arab? 

According to the online shamers, there is no one definition for being an Arab or being 

Lebanese. Multiple commentators have constructed multiple narratives about what it 

means to be Arab and what it means to be Lebanese. Some believed that the Lebanese 

are Arabs and that their social norms and values are the same (see Appendix, Figure 1). 

Others acknowledged that the Lebanese are Arab only by name and that the two have 

different sets of social norms and values (see Appendix, Figure 2). This comment is 

particularly striking because it differentiates even between legal conditions of 

citizenship and social ones. These social “symbolic conditions” (Berlant, 1997, p.2) are 

perhaps deemed more important to this commentator than actual legally and 

internationally acknowledged ones. Thus, for this commentator true citizenship is not 

the legal citizenship, but the cultural citizenship. On the far end of the spectrum, other 

shamers rejected the Lebanese and completely differentiated them from Arabs in 

general (see Appendix, Figure 1 and 3). These commentators believe that the Lebanese 

are not Arabs and that the two are rather mutually exclusive entities. These same people 

believe that the Lebanese have morally low values, reflected by the participants of the 

show, and that they are beneath those of the Arabs. These commentators on Take Me 

Out’s videos are reflecting their own personal nation-related ideals into the comments 

sections of a show like Take Me Out, creating their own little community of supporters 
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on that specific page on a platform like YouTube. Nevertheless, despite their opinions 

on nationality, all shamers share one thing in common: repulsion towards the show. 

Their reaction towards the show is what prompted them to eventually make the 

distinctions between the different nationalities and citizenships. These people might 

have had their own negative experiences with Lebanese people, or perhaps no 

experiences at all, and their ideas were either created or reinforced by shows such as 

Take Me Out. Thus, these notions of citizenship and distinctions, or not, between being 

Arab and Lebanese, are concepts that have been produced over multiple levels, such as 

the media, preconceived notions, social experiences, and word of mouth. Moreover, 

since it is hard to determine who these people who have these notions are and what their 

demographics are, it is hard to determine if these people have similar backgrounds, like 

common origins, social levels, or educational levels.  

What should be a mundane and quotidian act (Berlant, 1997) of watching an 

entertainment video online and commenting on it, becomes a collective site to debate 

what constitutes being an Arab and how certain people are qualified to be ones while 

others might not be. If the commentators like and support the show and its participants, 

they claim that the show’s participants and producers are like them and part of their 

“us”. If the commentators, or in this case the shamers, rejected the content of the show 

and its participants, then they would more likely distinguish themselves from the latter, 

attributing the latter to the “them” or “others” categories. This is how the distinction 

between the nationalities begins.  

In one of the clips posted by Take Me Out itself on YouTube, the shamers 

seemed to have created their own threads of insults in the comments section below the 

video. The clip is of a female participant on the show who asks one of the male 
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bachelors to take off his clothes (Take Me Out 2018 ,نقشت). At first, the comments 

would range from commentators showing their disdain at the request, to some even 

supporting her and expressing their love for her and the show. In this first comment, the 

commentator establishes the relation that the Lebanese show and its Lebanese 

participants are in fact Arab and that their low behavior might not only be particular to 

them as Lebanese people, but can also be generalized to all Arabs. This comment then 

inspired a thread of replies, to which another commentator answered with the following 

“Those are not Arab” (see Appendix, Figure 1), followed by “Be proud that you are an 

Arab” (see Appendix, Figure 1). Other comments, not in the same thread, also wrote “It 

is a shame to call Lebanon an Arab country” (see Appendix, Figure 2) and “Arab by 

name only” (see Appendix, Figure 3). Consequently, the narrative changed from 

acknowledging that the Lebanese people or the participants of the show are Arabs, to 

declaring that they are not. Then what is an Arab? How did a video about a women’s 

dating show become a site of debate for what constitutes being an Arab, and maybe 

even a Lebanese, and what does not? 

A few comments praised “the Lebanese people” for being so cultured and 

forward thinking (see Appendix, Figure 4). Other comments insulted Lebanon and the 

Lebanese people for producing such content. These people may have not made a direct 

distinction in the Lebanon/Arab dichotomy, yet, they still distinguished Lebanon as a 

country with a different set of values and thinking as theirs (see Appendix, Figure 5). 

As if there wasn’t any like-minded people in Lebanon who may share their same values, 

norms, and mentalities. They generalized what they saw in the show to the whole 

country, reinforcing the stereotype that all of the Lebanese people share the same 

values.  
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According to one blogger, Fares (2017), MTV, the government, and the 

Lebanese public that agree with them should update their spectrum of morality to those 

of 2017, instead of sticking to those of 1943 that do not apply anymore. Additionally, 

Fares (2017) claims that viewers today have a right to choose what they want to be 

exposed to, as opposed to having governmental censorship. If the viewer truly does not 

want to be exposed to the content of this show, he or she can just flip the channel. Even 

if the show was cancelled for its sexual connotations, this blogger points out that 

viewers can still hop on any of their devices and stream their favorite Western series 

that may include the same connotations, if not more (Fares, 2017). He believes that this 

show, and this entertainment industry as a whole, flourishes on the attention it is given, 

regardless of whether it is positive or negative. What is most interesting about his article 

is that the author criticizes MTV for calling the participants of shows whores, 

pretending, according to him, to care about Lebanese’s women’s reputation and 

representation as “sexual” and “easy” (Fares, 2017). He claims if there was a real 

concern from society about women, then the same amount of attention and concern 

would have been directed at other problems women are facing, as maybe needing male 

companionship to go to places. He also goes on to ask: “Is that the standard we want for 

ourselves? Why don’t we just migrate to Arabia and be done with it?”  

So, what is Arabia to Fares, a Lebanese man? A fictional nation with outdated 

standards, especially when it comes to women? Does Arabia represent to him all the 

Arab nations, excluding Lebanon? This image or stereotype does not necessarily agree 

with what is really happening, especially since in certain Arab nations, their “standards” 

might be much more advanced than Lebanon’s, especially when it comes to women. 

Hence, here it appears that not only non-Lebanese Arabs have certain notions about 
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Lebanese people and their standards, but that the equation also applies vice-versa. 

Again, this is not to generalize that all Lebanese people, in fact all Lebanese men, think 

this way, but that this point of view actually exists and could be adopted by a 

considerable group of people.  

According to Stuart Hall (1990, as cited in Low, 2000), identity is a process 

paved by memory, narrative, myth and fantasy. In this case, the fantasy is that of 

national purity or morality. The incorporation of purity in the national discourse has 

long been a mechanism used by people all over the world. This is a common myth 

around the world by which people who seek this fantasy create an association between 

the purity of people and national traditions or national duty. In post-Soviet Kyrgyzstan, 

ceremonies where conducted as national traditions, whereby virginity was glorified 

(Kim, 2020). In Egypt, nationalists of the early 20th century dictated that the Egyptian 

society should be ‘purified’ of prostitution, creating a ‘virtuous Egyptian nation’ 

(Hammad, 2011). Even in the 19th century United States, social reformers aimed to 

control sexuality in the country in order to maintain economic and cultural power 

(Moslener, 2015). Sara Moslener (2015) even argues that the mythology of female 

innate purity continues to live within the American imagination despite its receding 

precipitations and rejection by feminists. According to Shakry (1998, in Hatem, 2013) 

women’s education was constructed to serve men and the family, creating a new form 

of “domesticated femininity” (p.96). Shakry goes on to explain the role of proper 

motherhood in the building of the nation. Thus, women in their roles have historically 

been associated to the nation. In exchange for more rights given to women, specifically 

middle and upper-class women, in Arab authoritarian states, many Arab feminists 

supported these states, allowing the latter to takeover and construct national “gender 
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agenda” that serve its political interests (Hatem, 2013, p.97). Thus, these states’ support 

of gender equality then becomes a façade for them to continue their political 

authoritarianism (Hatem, 2013). Consequently, this concept of national purity has long 

been present, and not only in the Arab World. Social reformers, perhaps as those who 

wrote the above comments, who adopt this myth, associate the purity of the people with 

their identification as members of ‘their’ nation.  

How are these identities, associated with the nation, constructed? What do they 

consist of? ‘Cultural identities are the points of identification, the unstable points of 

identification or suture, which are made, within the discourses of history and culture. 

Not an essence but a positioning’ (Hall, 1990, p. 226, as cited in Low, 2000). In this 

case, cultural identities are positioned against sexual liberation, and eventually against 

the show. Consequently, both the liberation, the shows, and perhaps even gender, 

become sites for positioning during the construction of cultural, and maybe even 

national identities. Judith Butler holds a similar constructivist view to that of Hall’s, 

stating that identity is an effect of repeatedly constructed identifications carried out by 

regulatory discourses over time (Butler,1993, as cited in Low, 2000). Nevertheless, this 

reiteration does not always mean the consolidation of the normative demands, but it also 

carries with it the opportunity for resistance and the possibility for this identification to 

fail and eventually come to a halt (Butler, 1993, as cited in Low, 2000). Hence, at any 

moment there is a possibility for this identity to change. In other words, if at any point 

the people cease to conform to norms, then this is when resistance to these norms can 

emerge. 

Similarly, Avtar Brah (1996, as cited in Low, 2000) stresses, in her study, the 

need to see identity as performative and as forged and constructed through history, 
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location, politics, and culture; not as some primordial essence. Hence, identity, in this 

case national, should be evaluated over time and through multiple repeated acts, not 

based on only a few instances. Consequently, audiences who are claiming Take Me 

Out’s participants belong to one national identity or another are only basing their 

judgement on relatively a few moments in which they see the participants on the show; 

moments they think are worthy criteria to base their conclusions of national identity 

upon. Audiences of Take Me Out who claim the show’s participants are not Arab or 

their actions as non-representative of the Arab nation, may be doing this for personal 

reasons and not necessarily out of patriotic feelings. In fact, sometimes motivation for 

shaming others, or in this case even commending them, include basic life goals and the 

personal backgrounds of the ‘shamers’. (Nhan, Huey, & Broll, 2017, p. 341, as cited in 

Oravec, 2020).  

For example, MTV called the women on the show Take Me Out whores (Fares, 

2017). The outrage issued by MTV, which was having its viewers stolen during 

primetime TV, had the government in its highest levels, Secretary of Media and Press 

Melhem Riachi, involved in the whole attack waged on LBC. Riachi called the show 

“immoral”, allowing governmental interference in the show. In the name of fighting for 

the nation or preserving the nation’s ideals and norms, these people might have been 

actually working to cancel the show and regain control of their ratings. Nevertheless, 

the show was not cancelled and renewed for a new season.  

According to Sara Mourad and Marwan Kraidy (2014), publicizing the private 

for shock-value is rather the essence of social talk shows. In their paper, Mourad and 

Kraidy (2014) discuss an episode of Ahmar Bil Khat Al Arid, whereby a Saudi citizen 

talks about his sexual escapades. What is rather interesting about this episode, other 
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than airing to the public what is a private matter, is that the episode and the show itself 

were produced and broadcast by the same TV channel that produced Take Me Out, 

LBCI. What is also peculiar about this episode is the amount of backlash it received, 

especially from Saudi nationals. A group of journalists created a movement called “Do 

Not Compromise Your Nation”, whereby they attacked the station for wrongfully 

depicting the Saudi society and tackling sensitive topics, which many saw as immodest 

and inappropriate for TV (Kraidy & Mourad, 2014). “The nation's bedroom was a bold 

red line.” (Kraidy & Mourad, 2014).  

 

2. Changes in Power 

In addition to disrupting the very basis of which the nation was founded upon, 

challenging and resisting certain norms can mean overriding certain levels of authority 

and changing the current structure of power. Most people’s public responses are framed 

by the “code of honor and modesty”, allowing them to show their adherence to the 

moral code (Abu-Lughod, 1990). Honor is traditionally associated with shame in 

anthropological studies (Jakobsh, 2008). It includes understanding concepts like 

personal and familial honor, often involving certain gendered connotations, but there it 

also has a broader dimension commonly associated with Mediterranean and Arabic 

societies as well (Abu-Lughod,1993).  

The moral code is an important mean to perpetuating “unequal structures of 

power” (Abu-Lughod, 1990), violating it means challenging an already-existing 

authority and system, as well as those who benefit from it. Hence, the moral code is a 

tool for powerful systems and people to remain powerful, and Abu-Lughod (1990) uses 

resistance as a marker to identify the form of power it is up against. Using resistance as 
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such allows the detection of historical shifts in the configurations of power. Take Me 

Out is this marker, is resistance. There is a shift in power when it comes to norms 

versus newer values, along with a shift in power between capitalism and nationalism. 

Such large shifts in power are trickling and precipitating in shows like Take Me Out, 

and the controversies that accompany it. 

Sometimes the dynamics of power can appear in trivial matters. In her case 

study, Abu-Lughod (1990) discovers that through their rebellious acts towards their 

elders, young women in Egypt are unknowingly changing their structures of authority. 

This causes Abu-Lughod (1990) to ask, “do certain modern techniques or forms of 

power work in such indirect ways, or seem to offer such positive attractions, that people 

do not as readily resist them?”. According to her, there is evidence that shows this, but 

it should be further explored (Abu-Lughod, 1990). Resistance, or in this case deviance, 

according to Abu-Lughod (1990), should not be studied as an indicator of a failed 

system of oppression, but rather as an indicator of how structures of power are 

historically changing. “If the systems of power are multiple, then resisting at one level 

may catch people up at other levels.” (p.53). Consequently, Take Me Out is both a top-

down product of change in power, as well as a bottom-up factor contributing to this 

change. Seeing that the change in power is still ongoing and in an effect to contribute to 

this change, the show is presenting audiences with content that goes against the grain, 

consequently stirring controversies about them.  

The attack on the participants of the show is an attack to maintain or even regain 

whatever power the commentators who shame them, or the systems they belong to, may 

have. Comments that call upon the moral code in their criticism of the participants on 

the TV show are looking to reclaim any power that the show or participants may have. 
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Now what is this power? It does not have to precipitate on a large scale, nor does it have 

to be limited to one form or another. One, and the most evident, form of this power is 

achieving large-scale conformity. Commentators that call upon the moral code are by 

instinct trying to maintain both their beliefs and values, as well as the number of people 

who also have the same beliefs and values. There is a sense of loss within them when 

these commentators see that others do not, or perhaps no longer, ascribe to their same 

set of beliefs and norms. Hence, they refer to the moral code as a defense mechanism to 

both protect their beliefs and maintain or even regain the acceptance of people to those 

beliefs. 

In a different, but very similar context, black female American women are 

criticized when their behavior violates racial and gender norms by displaying their own 

constructs of what sexuality, beauty, family, and desires are. Theri Pickens (2014) 

analyses the “ratchet” performance of black reality-TV women and its involvement with 

and implications in political and social, particularly racialized and gendered, spheres. In 

specific, Pickens (2014) talks about the ratchet behavior and how it differs from the 

black respectable behavior, which is also displayed as the norm. This behavior desires 

to articulate individuality, irrespective of social and racial repercussions. This loud and 

sexually provocative behavior or performance seeks to be different and recognized, not 

ignored. Thus, clash happens between this performance and the politics of 

respectability. Pickens (2014) suggests that the upward mobility in the hierarchy of the 

black community and the “politics of respectability” (p. 42) sets up conversations about 

the conditions for blackness and proper behavior. On a similar note, the above 

commentators who shame the participants or refer to the moral code, are practicing the 

same “politics of respectability”, which entails being respectable enough to be seen as 
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worthy of equal treatment. For Pickens, this respectability comes with subordinating 

one’s desires to the social and political elevation of the collective. This is similar to 

what is seen in the show; however, in the case of the show it is not a matter of 

belonging to a race, but a matter of belonging to a country, Lebanon, and/or belonging 

to a nation, the Arab World. It is true that each culture and performance, has more to it, 

but the similarity between the two is undeniable.  According to Pickens (2014), black 

reality-TV female stars have to deal with larger conversations about how their behavior 

represents the black culture as a whole and how their image is being disseminated in the 

public sphere. In fact, some of the criticism, and even perhaps so called ‘disciplining’, 

of their behavior comes from audiences on social media platforms. 

Another form of power induced by the morality-inducing comments is visibility. 

Commentators opposing the show can be counter-acting its visibility among so many 

audiences by leaving their comments under videos from the show, especially since the 

comment cultural on YouTube is quite prominent. In fact, some audiences tend to even 

look at the comments before looking at the videos they discuss (see Appendix, Figure 

16). Some are even interested in the comments more than the video (see Appendix, 

Figure 16).  

When it comes to African countries, the nation is not only the structure of the 

state, but it is in fact linked to the symbols, myths, shared memories and expectations, 

as well as religious notions that may have existed even in precolonial communities 

(Hungwe & Hungwe, 2010).  Even in the presence of globalization, the nation-state is 

still very much present and a key actor in establishing social, political, and economic 

conditions that may be necessary for growth (Hungwe & Hungwe, 2010). Thus, the 

concept and longing for nationhood is far from gone. It has long been a belief that the 
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internet and its globalizing affect was a way to connect people and go beyond defined 

nations. However, such comments prove the opposite. These commentators are trying to 

reinstate the nation-state borders, both literal and figurative. They are fighting to 

distinguish between the boundaries, especially normative ones, that they argue exist 

between different Arab countries, for some even specifically between Lebanon and 

other Arab countries. According to Nicholas Croce (2018), capital is overhauling how 

ISAs create ideologies. He further argues that capitalism may be decreasing the 

historical importance of the show, or even have it be subordinated (Croce, 2018). 

Hence, when these audiences are fighting the show for its format and content, and 

instead arguing for the reinstatement of nation-state borders, both figurative and real, 

then they may not be conforming to the capitalistic goals of liking and accepting the 

show. However, they are still tuning in to the show and becoming audiences and 

commentators, consequently they still indirectly conform to this change in power in 

favor of capitalism. Furthermore, going back to Abu-Lughod (1990), if resistance is a 

marker of a historical change in the structures of power, then the resistance from these 

audience members is somehow a resistance of how capitalism is taking over, 

overcoming in power that of the nation-states. 

 The actual source of the show, being of Western origins, was made by ITV; a 

television network consisting of several private companies. The fact that the show’s 

format was sold or somehow imported to a Lebanese channel like LBC, symbolically 

defies the borders, and maybe even power, of the nation-state. Thus, this may be a 

larger fight in terms of nationality, universality, and globalism. Not just about national 

sentiments or values, but perhaps about national power, or the lack thereof. This show is 

a product of a company that could be arguable more powerful than nations, Arab 
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nations and countries in specific. Thus, this show and the ‘values’ it presumably is 

trying to display are only a trickle-down effect; and these values might not necessarily 

be ‘Western’ (versus Middle Eastern), but rather ‘capitalist’ (versus nationalist). 

Another example of how this clash seems to precipitate is when Riachi, a member of the 

Lebanese state, spoke against the show and tried to take action and encourage the show 

to promote more ‘moral programming’ (Osseiran, 2017). The minister’s statement and 

actions were representative of this clash between global capitalist corporations and 

nation-states, and perhaps the biggest example as to who has more power is the mere 

fact that even though Riachi condemned the show, it continued to air for another season. 

Now, it is true that this clash is not always in the benefit of the corporation, especially 

in other countries that may have stricter control on their shows, but in this case, it was.  

 

D. Chapter Conclusion   

To start off this chapter, I went back to the origin of the show, or rather its 

producers, which is LBCI. The channel was my index as to why audiences online 

received the show the way they did. The audience’s reception was part of a larger 

discussion about how the Lebanese media encode their material and present themselves 

as Lebanese people, and their women, to Arab audiences. This analysis allowed me to 

understand how some Arab audiences decode and distinguish between the Lebanese 

culture, values, and norms, and their non-Lebanese Arab counterparts. The distinctions 

were made in certain cases by both Lebanese people and non-Lebanese Arabs. Thus, I 

evaluated the concept of “cultural citizenship”, with respect to Take Me Out, and how 

the show was being used by some audiences as an identifier of certain nationalities, 

cultures, and identities. 
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 Furthermore, I also evaluated the monetary or marketing value of promoting a 

certain “cultural citizenship” or “cultural identity” that was being used by LBCI, and 

other Lebanese media, to attract audiences. These are identities that also include how 

genders, specifically women, and sexuality were portrayed on the show. Thus, the TV 

medium was reflective and in fact instigating larger discussions about identity, whether 

Lebanese, Arab, or non-Arab, and the relationship between identity and gender 

representations, happening within the Arab World. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

This thesis mainly tackled the tropes of gender, sexuality, and nationality by 

answering the following questions: How do gender and sexual representations on the 

show and discourses about them evoke different values, norms, and traditions in the 

popular imagination? How do gendered representations and sexual behaviors inflect 

discussions of national identity? Furthermore, how do online comments, specifically of 

a show like Take Me Out, contribute to the construction of national identities of 

audiences, specifically on platforms like YouTube?  

The first question was addressed by looking at the material provided within the 

show that revolved around gender and sexuality, including factors like the contestants’ 

dynamics, looks, speech and behavior, along with the show’s structure. The question 

was also addressed by looking at the content of the TV channel that produced this show 

and its strategy when it comes to airing controversial subjects and causing a commotion 

among audiences over the years. This material was analyzed relative to the norms, 

values, and beliefs held within the Lebanese and Arab popular imaginations, which 

included looking at how these popular imaginations handled notions of modernity, 

feminism, sexism, and female empowerment, notions that are tied to gender and 

sexuality. In order to properly perform this analysis and understand what constitutes the 

Lebanese and Arab popular imaginations and how they became as such, I had to also 

relate them back to the ‘Western’ popular imagination. In many ways, there were 

unexpected similarities between the loosely-speaking ‘Arab’ and ‘Western’ popular 

imaginations when it came to norms and notions.  I say loosely because even these two 
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regions do not have necessarily one distinct model but can include many, and the 

biggest example to that is the hybrid model. 

As for the second and third questions, they were addressed by focusing more on 

the discourses around the show and analyzing how Arabs perceived their own as well as 

their counterparts’ national identities. Gender dynamics and portrayals on the show 

seemed to instigate such conversations among audiences. Hence, the show was used as, 

both by audiences and myself, to tap into larger held beliefs in the Arab World about 

Lebanese people and if their values align with the ‘Arab’ values and identity or not. 

While some distinguished between Lebanese people and Arabs, others did not. Such 

perceptions also tie into the older and consistent messaging of LBC pertaining the 

image of Lebanese people and their values.  

As a research recommendation, it would be interesting to see how the show, or 

rather even the channel, tackles masculinity. While I studied masculinity with regards to 

femininity, it would be worth seeing how masculinity stands on its own throughout the 

show. Furthermore, a content analysis can be done for LBCI, that determines the extent 

of the ‘feminine’ image of women, specifically Lebanese women, they are displaying 

on their shows. Additionally, it would also be interesting to see if the images and 

notions the channel is projecting changed since the show has been discontinued, 

especially since the context of the country has changed since the show first aired in 

2016. 
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